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(ABSTRACT) 
 

Providers of high-speed, wireless data services need to know where in their 
service area to place transmitters to reach potential customers. Viewshed analysis, a 
technique found in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software, can be used to 
model propagation of the wireless signals from different locations to find the best 
transmitter site. To carry out viewshed analysis, digital data are required for all 
obstructions the signal may encounter along its path. One such obstruction, terrain, can be 
represented in the GIS by easily available Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). Another 
obstruction is buildings, which are common in populated areas, and therefore of 
particular concern to wireless providers. Unfortunately, digital data for buildings in U.S. 
cities and towns are often non-existent, difficult to obtain, or very costly.  
 In light of the difficulties surrounding acquisition of building data for wireless 
propagation studies, this study used Multiple Regression analysis to construct models to 
predict building count and dimensions. U.S. Census Housing and Demographic data, 
aggregated at the Census Block level, served as the predictor variables in the regression 
equations. The models were built from sample data collected from four U.S. cities. For 
each variable to be predicted (Y), the top models were compared to find the optimum one. 
The model chosen for Building Count (per Block) showed quite good results, and future 
research in the prediction of this variable shows promise. Results for the models of 
Average Building Height and Average Building Footprint Area (both per Block) were not 
nearly as encouraging, but additional work modeling these variables may still yield 
insights. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

In the up-and-coming field of wireless telecommunications, LMDS (“local 
multipoint distribution service”) is an oft-heard term (Weisman 2000, 172). LMDS 
operates at very high frequencies (27-31 GHz) and can be used to supply broadband data 
services to users (Weisman 2000). For companies wishing to provide such high-speed 
access to residential customers, LMDS may prove less costly than implementing a new 
wired network. LMDS signals follow a “line-of-sight” path; therefore, “the transmitting 
antenna must be able to “see” the receiving antenna, without obstruction, for a wireless 
connection to be made” (Weisman 2000, 132). The form of such obstructions can be 
either natural (such as vegetation and terrain) or man-made (such as buildings) 
(Carstensen, GETWEBS, 1999, 10).  

 
1.1. LMDS and Viewshed Analysis 

 
Viewshed analysis, a technique commonly available in GIS software, can be used 

to predict what parts of a geographical area can be reached (or “seen”) by the LMDS 
signal from a given tower/transmitter location (Dodd 2001). To carry out viewshed 
analysis, a raster layer (or grid) of terrain data, such as a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), 
is necessary. The analyst selects a point within the confines of the grid from which the 
viewshed is to be computed. In an LMDS scenario, this point might represent a 
transmitter location. Since we know the height of the ground surface in the entire area 
(including the transmitter site) from the DEM, intervisibility algorithms, which assume 
line-of-sight, can then be used to determine if a given cell is “visible” from the 
transmitter. After this process has been repeated for all cells in the grid, the end product is 
a new layer showing the areas that can or cannot be reached from the specified 

Source: (Carstensen 2001, slide #10-“Viewshed Adaptation”) 

Figure 1.1: Horizontal cross-section of viewshed. Visible and blocked cells, as well as lines-of-sight, are 
clearly delineated.
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transmitter location.1 This output layer is typically termed a viewshed, but since the focus 
here is LMDS, the term “commshed” will be employed (Dodd 2001, 44). Figure 1.1 
illustrates a commshed, using a horizontal cross-section of a hypothetical DEM or other 
terrain layer. In this graphic, the commshed’s visible (“V”) and “blocked” (“B”) cells, as 
well as the lines-of-sight, are clearly indicated.   

In the viewshed example just mentioned, the only surface data of concern were 
terrain obstructions. In such a scenario, a Digital Elevation Model represents a sufficient, 
and convenient, source of surface data. 7.5’ United States Geological Survey DEMs are 
available for most of the U.S. (USGS 2001, 
http://mcmcweb.er.usgs.gov/status/dem_stat.html), often free-of-charge (GIS Data Depot, 
http://www.gisdatadepot.com/dem/). When using viewshed analysis to model 
propagation of LMDS signals, though, the area of study is often populated, so building 
information must be superimposed on the DEM to account for additional “surface 
obstructions” (Carstensen, GETWEBS, 1999, 10). According to research completed by 
Dodd (2001), “including building heights in the elevation model produces a more precise 
commshed” (Dodd 2001, 44).  

While the determination of an LMDS commshed from a given tower location 
seems an intriguing endeavor, it is also of considerable practical import. Providers 
(potential or actual) of broadband connectivity can experiment with different tower 
locations in the GIS to find the one that provides them with the best coverage. Coverage, 
in this context, is not necessarily the quantity of area covered by the commshed, but may 
be rather the number of potential customers in this area.2 Since urban settings often 
contain a large number of potential LMDS customers, reaching them may be of great 
concern to the service provider. Providing LMDS service in dense urban environments 
can prove quite problematic, though, as the signal may be blocked by many tall and 
tightly packed buildings. LMDS may also prove useful in mountainous rural areas, where 
a ridge top tower site might be optimal for serving populated valley areas.  

 
1.2. Building Data 

 
Unfortunately, accurate data on building coverage are harder to acquire than 

DEMs. Many cities have building footprint layers for GIS use; a large number of such 
layers, however, fail to include the third dimension of height. Recently, vendors of high-
quality, three-dimensional, digital building data have appeared. Many of these companies 
specifically market their product to the wireless telecommunications industry (I-Cubed, 
LLC 2001, ISTAR 2001, Urban Data Solutions 2000, Marconi 2001). While these 
building data are likely of premium quality, they may prove costly. Additionally, data for 
certain cities may not be immediately available on an “off-the-shelf” basis (I-Cubed, LLC 
2001, http://www.i3.com/products/CityModels/3d_models.htm). One of the vendors, I-
Cubed, LLC, appears to focus its energy on providing data for cities, rather than smaller 
towns (I-Cubed, LLC 2001); it is likely that other vendors share such a strategy.  

In light of the restricted availability and high cost of digital building data, other 
sources are theoretically available to supply data on building presence and dimensions for 
                                                 
1 Certain viewshed algorithms incorporate shortcuts that do not require the full intervisibility calculation for 
every cell. 
2 Data on the desired customers often comes from the U.S. Census or other data source. 
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propagation studies. One of these alternatives, aerial photography, can be used to 
pinpoint buildings and also measure their size, provided the images meet certain criteria, 
such as (but not solely) recent date of acquisition, large scale, and lack of leaf cover. By 
using fire insurance atlases, such as those produced by the Sanborn Map Company, Inc., 
building height can be accounted for, in addition to building footprint size and mere 
building presence. If the fire insurance atlases are more than a few years in age, though, 
aerial photography may be needed to verify the currency of their building information. 
Also, fire insurance atlases are often difficult to access. Moreover, unlike the digital 
buildings, the buildings on the photographs and in the fire insurance atlases are not 
immediately ready for commshed analysis in the GIS itself. If such data sources were 
employed directly, such buildings would need to be somehow converted to raster or 
vector building footprints, perhaps through digitizing or other means. The height attribute 
would also be necessary on the derived buildings layer, which is problematic if using 
aerial photography. Ultimately, while acquiring building data through these alternate 
means is possible, it could require significant investments in time as well as no small 
measure of tedium. 
  
1.3. Study Objective 
 

Given the importance of building data in the modeling of LMDS signal 
propagation in populated areas, as well as the difficulty and/or expense of gathering such 
data directly, this study set out to assemble models that could predict building count, 
footprint size, and height. Each model should work for the entire U.S., for any city or 
town desired. To construct these models, multiple regression was thought to be the 
appropriate method, considering that “the multiple regression model…. attempts to 
predict and to explain the variation of a single dependent variable (Y) from a number of 
predictor terms” (Shaw and Wheeler 1994, 249). In this instance, the aforementioned 
building attributes were to be our dependent variables. The decision to use U.S. Census 
variables as predictors (Xi’s) was based on several criteria. Census data are free-of-charge 
and easily available, and some of the Census variables were thought to potentially 
correlate with building attributes.  

The prediction functioned at the Census Block unit; accordingly, number of 
buildings, average building footprint area, and average building height were all 
determined per Census Block (Table 1.1). While the study did not aspire to produce 
precise estimates of building count, height, or footprint area with the procedure 
employed, it was hoped that the results would demonstrate the efficacy of such methods 
in providing at least a rough approximation of the values of the Y’s. 

 
Y Abbreviated name 

Number of Buildings (Building Count) NumBldgs 
Average Building Footprint Area AvFootArea 

Average Building Height AvBldgHeight 
 

 

Table 1.1: The dependent variables (Y’s) used in this study. All values are per Census Block unit. 
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1.4. Further Uses for Study Results 
 
This study is part of a larger project through Virginia Tech’s Center for Wireless 

Telecommunications called GETWEBS (Geographic-Engineering Tool for Wireless: 
Evaluation of Broadband Systems). The project sought to develop its own GIS software 
application, which could enable the user to determine whether implementation of LMDS 
service was feasible in a given area. While this study concluded with the evaluation of 
final regression models, the models were intended to play a part in the GETWEBS 
software. The discussion here of the models’ roles within the software may aid the future 
researcher. 

If the models’ results were found to be satisfactory, the models could be used to 
predict building presence and dimensions where unknown. A custom GIS algorithm 
embedded in the GETWEBS software could then generate, per Block, generalized 
buildings, the number and dimensions of which come from the models’ predicted values 
of building count and dimensions. These synthetic buildings would be inserted into the 
map window of the application and could be used in commshed computation. While the 
commshed generated with the aid of false buildings may not be correct enough to be used 
for detailed studies of LMDS feasibility, the GETWEBS software is only intended to be 
used “for "regional scale" propagation studies”, so “the placement precision [for 
obstructions, including buildings] required to create an accurate surface model…[may not 
be] truly necessary” (Carstensen, GETWEBS, 1999, 10).3 

The inclusion of the artificial buildings in the layer(s) of surface data would likely 
change the results of the propagation models. In areas with actual building data, tests 
could be conducted to compare propagation models with no buildings, the actual 
buildings and the predicted buildings. While precise assessment of LMDS signal 
propagation for individual points in the study area may not be possible using the artificial 
buildings, propagation models relying on such buildings may provide a general estimate 
of LMDS coverage on a small-scale basis. Moreover, propagation models that employ the 
false buildings may show improvements over models computed with no building data 
whatsoever.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 For detailed studies of LMDS feasibility, more accurate building data, such as those provided by the 
aforementioned data vendors, may be required. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

During the course of this study, other research regarding the assembly or 
prediction of inventories of building presence and dimensions was sought out. The search 
turned up a moderate quantity of relevant information. The two eldest studies examined 
are in many ways conceptually similar to the author’s study. Another, newer source 
described is a complex piece of software, of which only a portion is of interest to this 
study. The final item detailed, also the most recent, is merely a source of building 
information, though it shares a very similar objective with this study. Two supplementary 
items of significance are also noted. 
 
2.1. Prediction/estimation of Building Presence and/or Dimensions  

 
2.1.1. Cornell Studies 
 

Two papers proved particularly relevant in addressing relationships between 
building characteristics and other factors. Both of these were published by the Cornell 
Institute For Social and Economic Research. The first paper, by Jones et al. (1987), 
speaks of earlier work by some of the authors proposing that certain “empirical 
regularities…. would make it possible to build models which would describe the 
characteristics of building stocks” (Jones et al. 1987, 2). These models would be valid in 
various geographic locations, even though the particulars of the model might need to be 
adjusted, depending on location. For the current work detailed in the paper, an inventory 
was assembled of all buildings in Sedgwick County, Kansas, including the city of 
Wichita, in order to define a “model, which could be applied to other areas for other 
uses” (Jones et al. 1987, 6). This model proposes “that relationships between buildings 
and people are relatively stable” (Jones et al. 1987, 6). Wichita is shown to exhibit similar 
values for floor area of primary buildings per person as two other cities from earlier 
studies.  

This study also partitioned the county into “annules from the Center of 
Population” (Jones et al. 1987, 8). For each annule, “values per square mile were 
calculated… outward from the Center of Population for resident population, and number, 
area and replacement cost for total, residential and non-residential buildings” (Jones et al. 
1987, 11). The majority of these density-adjusted variables display “monotonic declines 
outward from the center [of Population]” (Jones et al. 1987, 11). Moreover, the plot of 
distance vs. both the Log of population density and Log of building density reveals a 
striking correlation between the two logged variables (Jones et al. 1987). The near 
linearity visible in the plots of these variables, and to an even greater extent, Log of 
building area/sq.mi., over distance, demonstrates the applicability of a “negative 
exponential function” (Jones et al. 1987, 11). 

While the study by Jones et al. focuses primarily on Sedgwick County, and to a 
lesser degree, cities from earlier, related studies, mention is made of other work looking 
at estimates of “building losses” (Jones et al. 1987, 2). Thought is also given to the wider 
applicability of the study’s results. Jones et al., speaking of buildings in “urban regions” 
(Jones et al. 1987, 17), state the following: 
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Preliminary analysis indicates empirical regularities characterize their 
distributions over categories and by categories over space. If these relationships 
are found to be general ones, it will facilitate the task of making indirect estimates 
of existing buildings in areas of interest and determining their attributes (Jones et 
al. 1987, 17-19). 

 
Whether subsequent studies found similar relationships for other areas to those 
mentioned by Jones et al. is not known.  

The inventory of buildings described by Jones et al. was acquired via two 
different methods. One of these involved scrutiny of tax assessor’s data for Sedgwick 
County (Jones et al. 1987). The second method is mentioned in Jones et al., but is 
expounded upon in a separate, related study by Johnson (1986). In Johnson’s work, 
buildings were inventoried through study, where available, of large-scale aerial 
photography. Where no aerial photography was available, primarily in lesser-developed 
portions of the county, buildings were inventoried from USGS 7.5’ Quadrangle maps. 
The final building count for Sedgwick County using Johnson’s method was compared 
with the building count from tax assessor’s data; less than 0.5% difference was found 
between the two counts (Johnson 1986).  

As sampling proved useful in the author’s study, so it did in Johnson’s study 
(1986), though for different reasons. She aimed to ascertain “whether sampling 
procedures, when applied judiciously, could be useful in calibrating the parameters of a 
general model for estimating building stocks with a reasonable degree of accuracy” 
(Johnson 1986, 5).4 Johnson’s work “consider[ed] estimation of only the number of 
buildings in an area”; “other characteristics of the building population,” such as those 
discussed in the work of Jones et al. (1987), were not included (Johnson 1986, 5). A grid 
of ¼ square mile cells was imposed on Sedgwick County, and sampling of the cells for 
their building tally was implemented, using “various sampling strategies for numerous 
replications,” to generate estimates of the county’s total number of buildings (Johnson 
1986, 6).5  
  Johnson describes the results of these different sampling strategies in great depth 
(1986). In a positive light, she states that “all of these sampling methods, when large 
numbers of samples are taken, provide average estimates very close to the true population 
value” (Johnson 1986, 119-121). Lest the reader perceive sampling as a panacea, though, 
Johnson announces that “the estimates produced by individual samples can be extremely 
different from the true population values” (Johnson 1986, 121). The study notes “the 
development of models of building stocks that indicate the relationship between the 
number of buildings in a geographic area and the people and activities that are present 
there,” and concludes that sampling holds possible worth in the “calibrat[ion]” of such a 
model (Johnson 1986, 128). Unfortunately, “it [sampling] is not likely to permit 
estimating parameters with any great precision” (Johnson 1986, 128). Johnson does see 

                                                 
4 A good example of a “general model” is that which was conceived by Jones et al. (1987). 
5 According to Johnson, “These sampling strategies combined the use of four different sample sizes: 10, 5, 
2 and 1 percent of total area; two different sampling unit sizes: ¼ mile square and 1 mile square cells; and 
five different sampling procedures: simple random sampling, stratified random sampling with proportional 
allocation, stratified random sampling with optimal allocation, systematic random sampling and two-stage 
sampling” (Johnson 1986, 6). 
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potential merit, however, in the use of sampling for estimation in non-standard cities, 
“such as resort cities… special purpose cities… cities of drastically different ages” 
(Johnson 1986, 128), etc., and in situations where there is no “alternative” (Johnson 1986, 
129). 
 
2.1.2. HAZUS 
 

The two publications above appeared in the references of HAZUS , a GIS add-
on software product that can produce loss assessments “from scenario earthquakes” for a 
given area in the U.S. (FEMA, User’s Manual, 1999, 1:1). The National Institute of 
Building Sciences (NIBS) created the methodology used in HAZUS for the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). To assess losses related to the “general 
building stock”6 (FEMA, User’s Manual, 1999, 4:3) in the area under consideration, “the 
structural system must be known or inferred for all of the buildings in the inventory” 
(FEMA, User’s Manual, 1999, 4:10). “Model building types,” such as Wood and 
Unreinforced Masonry Bearing Walls, “are defined to represent the average 
characteristics of buildings in a class” (FEMA, User’s Manual, 1999, 4-4). Most of these 
types are divided into sub-types for different building heights (Appendix 1).  

For each census tract within the area being studied, HAZUS estimates the floor 
area of buildings of each model building type from the approximate areas of each 
“occupancy class” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:2).7 HAZUS takes into account 
that “the relationship between structural type and occupancy class will vary on a regional 
basis” (FEMA, User’s Manual, 1999, 4:10). Each of the three regions (East, Midwest, 
and West) has its own “mapping schemes for [all] specific occupancy classes (except for 
RES1 [Single Family Dwelling]) to model building types by floor area percentage” 
(FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:4).8 For the East and Midwest, these schemes “are 
based on proprietary insurance data, opinions of a limited number of experts, and 
inferences drawn from tax assessors records” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:5). 
Elsewhere, “for the Western U.S.,” such schemes “are based on information provided in 
ATC-13,” the Applied Technology Council’s 1985 publication “Earthquake Damage 
Evaluation Data for California” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:4). For occupancy 
class RES1, a different mapping scheme was created for each state in the U.S. 

For each residential occupancy class except one, raw input data were transformed 
via “conversion factors” to derive the square footage values necessary to generate 
subsequent estimates of model building type areas (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 
3:29). For these occupancy classes, the requisite input data (UD) come from Census 
variables, and the “conversion factors are obtained from expert opinion and modifications 
to ATC-13 values” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:29). Figure 2.1 demonstrates how 
these square footage values were derived. Data on building square footage for non-

                                                 
6 “In the [HAZUS] methodology, the residential, commercial and industrial buildings that are not identified 
specifically are called the general building stock” (FEMA, User’s Manual, 1999, 4:3). Other “facilities 
that have some special significance” are examined independently of the general building stock (FEMA, 
User’s Manual, 1999, 4:3). 
7 Examples of occupancy classes are Single Family Dwelling, Light Industrial, and Retail Trade; a 
complete listing is provided in Appendix 2. 
8 RES1 is for Single Family Dwelling[s]. 
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residential and temporary residential occupancy classes came from a private corporation 
(FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999).9   

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
2.2. Digital Building Inventories 

 
While this study focused on prediction of building attributes, high-quality sources 

of actual building data, especially for use within GIS, were also of interest. In recent 
years, building inventories have become available in digital form. Several companies, 
such as I-Cubed, LLC (2001), ISTAR (2001), Urban Data Solutions (2000), and Marconi 
(2001), produce digital vector and/or raster “buildings” that can be quite faithful to their 
real-world counterparts. One of the primary customers for such inventories is the wireless 
communications industry (I-Cubed, LLC 2001, ISTAR 2001, Urban Data Solutions 2000, 
Marconi 2001). I-Cubed offers a “3-D Digital City Model” with a “3-D buildings” layer 
to assist in LMDS implementation  (I-Cubed, LLC 2001, 
http://www.i3.com/wireless/lmds.htm). I-Cubed’s buildings, created “typically” by 
“traditional softcopy photogrammetric techniques”, are often accompanied by additional 
data, such as one or more digital elevation models, and “actual building addresses” (I-
Cubed, LLC 2001, http://www.i3.com/wireless/lmds.htm). I-Cubed has made its 3-D 
Digital City Models available for several U.S. cities on an “off-the-shelf” basis, and such 
models are “being derived” for additional cities at the time of this writing (I-Cubed, LLC 
2001, http://www.i3.com/products/CityModels/3d_models.htm).  
 
2.3. Data Scale 

 
In the literature examined here, the desired data on building count and dimensions 

have been aggregated to units of varying geographical scale. The initial inventories of 
Jones et al. (1987) and Johnson (1986) employed a small-scale focus, seeking to find the 
total value of number of buildings, building square footage, etc., for “an 
entire…metropolitan area” (Jones et al. 1987, 3). Johnson’s sampling also produced 
results aggregated to the entire county in question (1986). Jones et al.’s aggregation of 
building attributes into several annules represented a step to a larger scale (1987). 
HAZUS provided final estimates of building data at the Census Tract level (FEMA, 
User’s Manual 1999), which is also larger-scale than countywide aggregations (U.S. 

                                                 
9 “A building square footage inventory database [was] purchased from the Dun and Bradstreet Company 
(D&B). The square footage information was classified based on Standard Industrial Code (SIC) and 
provided at a census tract resolution” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:29). 

Figure 2.1: Derivation of Building “Square Footage Estimates for Occupancy 
Classes RES1, 2, 3 and 5” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:29). 
 
SFI = UD * CF 
 
SFI = building square footage for an occupancy class 
UD = unit of data for that occupancy class 
CF  = conversion factor for that occupancy class  
 
Source for Figure: (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:29) 
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Census Bureau (date unknown)). When dealing with digital building data provided by 
vendors at the level of individual buildings, no aggregation or “filtering” has taken place 
at all (I-Cubed, LLC 2001, ISTAR 2001, Urban Data Solutions 2000, Marconi 2001).10 
The reader may note that the author’s study uses the Census Block as the unit of 
aggregation; this falls between the digital sources and HAZUS in terms of data scale.  

 
2.4. Other Related Work 
 
 Two additional pieces of work were considered to be of interest to this inquiry. 
The first of these is the Sanborn fire insurance atlas, an excellent, but often out-of-date 
and unwieldy, source of building information. Sanborn atlases proved useful for certain 
parts of this study and are described in greater detail in Chapter 3. Also examined briefly 
was the fascinating “Geo-typical Terrain Generator (GTG)”, a “software demonstrator 
system” that “takes in the topography, hydrography, soils and vegetation of a region and 
places geo-typical human cultural features on the underlying data” (Chapman 1999, 1). It 
is likely that yet other items unknown by the author could have provided additional, 
though minor, insights to this study. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
10 In building datasets provided by I-Cubed (and possibly other vendors), certain buildings, such as some 
not thought to be of great importance to most customers, may be excluded.  
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Chapter 3. Data Collection and Preparation 
 

Chapter 1 spoke of the difficulty of acquiring building data for U.S. cities and 
towns for use in wireless propagation studies. Awareness of these difficulties led to the 
decision to develop multiple regression models to predict number of buildings, average 
building footprint area and average building height for residential Census Blocks. This 
chapter details the methods used by this study to collect and prepare the necessary sample 
data to be used in the construction of such predictive models of building stock attributes. 
Much of the data collection methodology described herein proved quite complex and 
tedious; ironically, the rationale for constructing the regression models in the first place 
was to save the user the tedium of data collection.  

Since multiple regression analysis was employed, sources of both independent 
(predictor -Xi) variables and dependent (Y) variables had to be located.11 Not surprisingly, 
locating usable sources of Y’s required a bit of effort. The three sources used are 
described in this chapter. Data from the U.S. Census were chosen to provide the Xi’s 
required. Census data are familiar, free-of-charge, and easily available for the entire U.S. 
The ease of gathering data for the Xi’s stood in stark contrast to the time and energy 
expended for the Y’s. All Census data used in this study come from 1990, as very few 
data from the 2000 Census were available in the early phases of this analysis. A large 
portion, though not all, of the data collection, was conducted with the aid of a GIS.  

In order to build a “catch-all” model for the entire U.S., Carstensen (personal 
communication, 1999) recommended that the sample used to construct such a model 
contain data from several American cities. Selection of the appropriate cities should be 
done in such a way to capture variations in the built environment across the U.S. Since 
the form of a small city often exhibits significant differences from that of a large city, 
both should be included in the sample. Additionally, sprawling cities in the Sunbelt, such 
as Phoenix, can clearly be distinguished from denser and more compact eastern cities, 
such as Boston; such a dichotomy should also be represented in the sample. Ultimately, 
three cities were chosen on the basis of population (Small, Mid-size, Large) for each of 
three U.S. regions (East, Midwest and West). The cities are listed in Table 3.1.  
 

 
 

Small Mid-size Large 
Wilmington, NC--East Albany, NY--East Philadelphia, PA--East 

Columbia, MO--Midwest Lubbock, TX--Midwest Minneapolis, MN--Midwest 
Yuma, AZ--West Boise, ID--West Seattle, WA--West 

                                                 
11 Since regression models’ prediction efforts are typically imperfect, the models might be said to estimate, 
rather than predict, values for the Y in question. 

Table 3.1: The nine cities chosen. 
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U.S. Census data comes to the user aggregated into units of various geographic 
sizes, such as (in descending order by size) Counties, Census Tracts, Block Groups and 
Blocks (U.S. Census Bureau (date unknown)). Therefore, a level of detail had to be 
chosen for this study’s prediction efforts. While a large number of Housing and 
Demographic variables are available at the Block Group level, it was desirable that the 
model predict for areas that were as small as possible, and Block Groups might prove too 
coarse.12 Also, adequate data for the dependent variables were often not available for 
samples as large as a Block Group. The decision was made to conduct the study at the 
level of the Census Block, the smallest unit for which the Census Bureau aggregates 
Census information (U.S. Census Bureau (date unknown)). For the remainder of this 
study, the term Block shall refer to a Census Block, unless otherwise stated. Twenty-one 
Housing and Demographic variables are available at this level from the STF1B file, as  

 

Variable # Reference Name Code 
# Variable # Reference Name Code 

# 
P1BX0001

_SqMi Total Persons (per SqMi) 1 H2BX0001 Mean # of Rooms per 
Housing Unit 12 

P2BX0001
_SqMi White Persons (per SqMi) 2 H3BX0001

_SqMi 
Owner Occupied Housing 

Units (per SqMi) 13 

P2BX0002
_SqMi Black Persons (per SqMi) 3 H3BX0002

_SqMi 
Renter Occupied Housing 

Units (per SqMi) 14 

P2BX0003
_SqMi 

American Indian, Eskimo, 
or Aleut Persons (per 

SqMi) 
4 H4BX0001 

Mean Value of Specified 
Owner-Occupied Housing 

Units 
N/A 

P2BX0004
_SqMi 

Asian or Pacific Islander 
Persons (per SqMi) 5 H5BX0001 

Mean Contract Rent (of 
Specified Renter-

Occupied Housing Units 
Paying Cash Rent) 

N/A 

P3BX0001
_SqMi 

Total Persons of Hispanic 
Origin (per SqMi) 6 H6BX0001

_SqMi 

Total Occupied Housing 
Units With 1.01 or More 
Persons Per Room (per 

SqMi) 

15 

P4BX0001
_SqMi 

Persons Under 18 Years 
(per SqMi) 7 H6BX0002

_SqMi 

Renter Occupied Housing 
Units With 1.01 or More 
Persons Per Room (per 

SqMi) 
16 

P4BX0002
_SqMi 

Persons 65 Years and 
Over (per SqMi) 8 H7BX0001

_SqMi 
Persons in Occupied 

Housing Units (per SqMi) 17 

H1BX0001
_SqMi 

Total Housing Units (per 
SqMi) 9 H8BX0001

_SqMi 
One-Person Households 

(per SqMi) 18 

H1BX0002
_SqMi 

1 Housing Unit Detached 
or Attached in Structure 

(per SqMi) 
10 H8BX0002

_SqMi 

Family Householder, No 
Spouse Present With 1 or 
More Persons Under 18 

Years (per SqMi) 

19 

H1BX0003
_SqMi 

10 or More Housing Units 
in Structure (per SqMi) 11    

                                                 
12 Ideally, this study’s regression models would predict Ŷ  for individual buildings. Since this is not 
feasible, small aggregation units (the next best thing) can be employed. Using such small units, building 
data are not aggregated and generalized over too large an area. 

Table 3.2: The twenty-one variables initially intended for use as Xi ‘s in this study’s regression models. 
The original variables come from the U.S. Census STF1B file (at the Block level), but were not calculated 

per square mile; this modification was carried out by this study for most of the variables. 
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illustrated in Table 3.2. The variables’ code numbers serve to identify them in the 
regression models detailed in Chapter 5. Since most Blocks contain more than one 
building, building height and footprint size could not be predicted per building. 
Therefore, prediction efforts were focused on average building height and average 
building footprint size. 
 
 
3.1. Why Not Non-Residential Blocks? 
 
 While Census data looked promising as potential independent variables in the 
regression model, Blocks with no residents in them have no accompanying Census data. 
This effectively meant that Census variables could not be used as predictors of the built 
environment in wholly non-residential areas. Accordingly, residential and non-residential 
areas were to be treated differently; samples of each type were to be collected 
independently of the other. An entirely different model was called for in non-residential 
Blocks. After a significant attempt at approaching the non-residential issue failed, the 
enterprise was abandoned; further efforts would focus entirely on the assembly of the 
residential model.   
 
3.2. Data Acquisition Part One--- Orthophotography and The 
Philadelphia Case 
 
 Next, the study was forced to locate sources of data that would provide the 
dependent variables to be predicted. One useful data source for Y’s is “digital 
orthophotos”, which are “digital images of aerial photographs in which displacements 
caused by the camera and the terrain have been removed” (USGS 2001, 
http://nsdi.usgs.gov/products/doq.html). If orthophotography is of adequate resolution, 
one can use it to log the number of buildings and measure the size of building footprints 
in an area. The Microsoft Terraserver provides, free of charge, orthophotography from 
the U.S. Geological Survey for much of the country. The images are available at 
resolutions ranging from 1 to 32 meters, and have already been projected in the Universal 
Transverse Mercator coordinate system. Ultimately, this study made use of only the 1-
meter imagery, but this became an integral part of all the data collection methods 
employed. 

Philadelphia was the first of the nine cities to be approached. This represented the 
first chance to develop an actual methodology for the measurement of building footprint 
size from orthophotography. In order to identify Census Blocks visually in the GIS, 
TIGER layers for Census Blocks and streets were acquired for Philadelphia County, as 
well as neighboring Montgomery County and Camden County, New Jersey. In order to 
use the orthophotography from the Terraserver within the GIS, the images had to be 
georeferenced. Considering that orthophotography provided by the Terraserver has 
already been projected into the UTM coordinate system, georeferencing was 
accomplished through the use of a World file, which informs the GIS of an image’s 
coordinate position. 

Several considerations went into the selection of appropriate imagery for the 
Philadelphia area. Primarily, orthophotos of residential areas were gathered. If an image 
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was to be considered, building dimensions needed to be discernable for at least an entire 
city block within it. Images were gathered in different parts of the metropolitan area, to 
attempt to capture some of the spatial variation in building form and density. Areas of 
row housing, suburban development, and other forms were captured. While the choice of 
images, and subsequently, Blocks within those images, was not arbitrary, it was highly 
subjective. Figure 3.1 shows a portion of Philadelphia from which a few samples were 
gathered. 

Viewing orthophotos beneath TIGER streets and Census Blocks layers in ESRI’s 
ArcView GIS, a slight skewness between certain (or most) images and the TIGER layers 
was quickly recognized. TIGER streets rarely lined up perfectly with streets on the 
images. This error could have been due to misspecification of image bounds on the 
Terraserver, or digitizing imprecision within TIGER layers. The latter seemed more 
likely. The ArcView measuring tool was used to get a rough idea of the lack of 
correspondence. The severity of the problem varied, depending on the image. Modifying 
the upper-left corner coordinate values in the World file to compensate for the error was 
simple. After this modification, the affected image was reloaded into the GIS for a better 
fit with the TIGER layers.  
 For the Philadelphia area, this study focused its attention on Census Blocks that 
appeared to be almost entirely residential. If all of the building outlines within one of 
these residential Blocks could be delineated, the Block was judged acceptable for 
inclusion into the sample. Even on high-quality orthophotos at 1 meter, buildings can 
appear fuzzy and boundaries between closely spaced buildings difficult to determine. 
Once a Block had been chosen, the number of buildings inside the Block (NumBldgs) 
was counted. Additionally, average building footprint area (AvFootArea) and the average 
ratio between the buildings’ long and short sides (or AvLtoSRat) were estimated.13 The 
variation in size and length-to-width ratio for buildings within the Block was subjectively 
assessed. On the basis of this assessment and NumBldgs, certain buildings were chosen 

                                                 
13 The AvLtoSRat was potentially considered as a Y to be predicted in this study, but was later abandoned. 

 
 

Figure 3.1: An 
image from the city 

of Philadelphia. 
TIGER Census 

Block boundaries 
are shown in blue. 

Notice the dense and 
uniform housing in 
the left 60% of the 
image. Two Blocks 
sampled from the 

area are indicated by 
white stars. USGS 
orthophoto from 

Microsoft 
Terraserver. 
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for sampling within the sampled Block14; these buildings were felt to represent 
(approximately) the aforementioned variations. 

The ArcView measuring tool was used to measure the dimensions (i.e. width and 
length) in meters for each sampled building. These values were multiplied to find the 
building footprint area (in square meters). The long side of the building was also divided 
by the short side to find the LtoSRat (or length-to-width ratio) for the building. The 
average (mean) values for both LtoSRat (AvLtoSRat) and footprint area (AvFootArea) 
were then computed from all buildings in the sample. While these mean values were 
estimates, calculated from a sample of all buildings in the Block, the careful selection of 
the sample ensured that the estimate was fairly reliable.  
 
3.3. The Search for Building Height Data 
 
 These experiences with orthophotography proved quite instructive. After many 
weeks of work, 30 Census Blocks had been gathered in the Philadelphia area. A decent 
methodology was developed, by which number of buildings could be tallied and building 
footprint size could be measured. However, this methodology also proved time 
consuming to produce even a modest-size sample of Blocks. Additionally, it did not 
provide a means for assessing building height, which was as important as footprint size in 
this research. A source of building height information was found to be essential. It is well 
known that object (i.e. building) height can be measured through photogrammetric means 
with stereo photography. However, the author possessed neither the requisite knowledge 
of photogrammetric techniques, nor the easy access to stereo orthophotos required for 
such an endeavor. 
   
3.3.1. Sanborn Fire Insurance Atlases 
 

Sanborn fire insurance atlases represent an additional source of building 
information. According to the University of Oregon Map Library:  

 
With their highly detailed information on the built environment such as size, 
shape, construction materials, roof type, occupants, and street addresses of 
buildings, Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps may well be the single most important 
primary resource for United States urban development from the 1880s to the 
1970s (University of Oregon Map Library (date unknown), 
http://128.223.84.203:591/sanborn/default.htm).  
 

The Newman Library at Virginia Tech owns hardcopies of Sanborn atlases for a few 
Virginia cities. Close examination of the atlases suggested that they might be more useful 
than the orthophotos previously employed. Unlike the photos, the Sanborn sheets 
provided well-defined building boundaries. Even more importantly, they provided 
building height, measured in number of stories. As long as the data contained in the 

                                                 
14 In this study, the term “sample” (or “sampling”) refers to two distinct items. The first of these involves 
the sampling of Census Blocks from a larger population of Census Blocks. The second, applicable to 
certain cities, refers to the sampling of buildings within sampled Census Blocks. 
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atlases were still accurate, they might prove useful in data collection for the predictive 
models.  

The Sanborn atlas collection for the city of Richmond, consisting of six separate 
volumes, was available at Newman Library. The original, full-color Richmond atlases 
available at the library have been revised numerous times, most recently in 1979 or 1985; 
several photocopied volumes are also available, their most recent revision dating from 
1984.15 A city’s urban form can undergo dramatic transformations in sixteen, seventeen, 
or twenty-two years. Could such “antiquated” data be relied upon for analyses? 
Orthophotography, if sufficiently recent, could help verify the accuracy of data taken 
from the Sanborn atlases. Given the easy availability of the orthophotos and Sanborn 
atlases, the moderate (as opposed to prohibitively old) age of the data, and a conjecture 
that the urban form of Richmond was still largely the same as at the time of the atlases’ 
last revisions, the decision was made to use Richmond as one of the study cities, 
employing the Sanborn atlases for the city as a source of all three dependent variables. 
Since the Sanborn atlases covered only the city proper, suburban areas were not included 
in the Richmond sample.  

Information on Sanborn atlases for other American cities was also sought, 
primarily via Internet searching. Unfortunately, most of the Sanborn Atlases that were 
mentioned were far too old to be reliable for the purposes of this study. Additionally, 
most were located in libraries at other universities or at the Library of Congress, and 
gaining access to them might be difficult, or impossible, barring a visit to the library in 
question. Given the difficulty of obtaining acceptably recent Sanborn data for other 
American cities, use of the “Sanborn method” for the remaining eight cities (besides 
Philadelphia) in Table 3.1 did not prove practicable. The other eight cities would 
therefore remain on hold; ultimately, they were permanently excluded from analysis.  

 
3.4. Data Acquisition Part Two--- Sanborn Atlases and The Richmond 
Case 
 
 Using the Sanborn atlases to acquire the necessary data required a consistent and 
well-conceived methodology. Two disparate samples were called for; one would be used 
for the residential model, and the other for the (later “discontinued”) non-residential 
model. But how can one discern between “residential” and “non-residential” Blocks? The 
Sanborn atlas itself provided substantial clues in this effort. Buildings are marked with 
one-letter codes; some of these codes describe the building’s use, such as “C” for 
Commercial, and “R” for Residential (Sanborn Map Company, Inc. 1984, Legend). 
Among other codes, “D” and “F” represent Dwelling and Flat, respectively (Sanborn 
Map Company, Inc. 1984, Legend). If all buildings in a Block were residential, the Block 
could quite obviously be termed residential. Blocks were accepted into the residential 
sample only if they were “almost entirely” residential, an admittedly somewhat subjective 
selection criterion. 
 Again, in order to verify the adequacy of the Sanborn data, orthophotos were 
collected for the areas containing the Blocks that were under consideration for sampling. 

                                                 
15 Full-color copies are available for five of the six volumes, and photocopied copies are available for four 
of the six volumes. Also, the date of most recent revision is unknown for one of the volumes. 
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The earliest orthophotos were captured in 1994. If a Block looked acceptable for 
sampling, the photography was used to ensure that the building configuration had not 
visibly changed since the production of the Sanborn atlas. If buildings on the image could 
not be confirmed as they appeared in the atlas, the Block was rejected; several Blocks 
were weeded out in this fashion.  

For the predictive models to be representative of the city of Richmond, the 
variation in building dimensions and density among different areas of the city had to be 
captured. To carry out a formal sampling routine, such as random or systematic sampling, 
for “residential” Blocks in the city, all such candidate Blocks (potentially greater than 
1000) would need to be identified. Even if such a sampling routine were successfully 
employed, though, the sample might contain Blocks for which the Sanborn data were no 
longer sufficiently accurate. In light of these (and possibly other) difficulties, sampling of 
Blocks for Richmond was carried out in a manner that was subjective, but not haphazard. 
In the final method for assembling Blocks for the sample, Sanborn sheets with Blocks 
containing predominantly “residential” buildings (R, D, or F) were chosen, then the 
appropriate orthophotos containing these Blocks were located.  

Gradually, the sample was built with Blocks from different parts of the city. All 
the measurements made on Sanborn sheets were carried out in “primitive” fashion with a 
simple engineer’s scale. As in Philadelphia, suburban-type homes, what appear to be row 
houses, and apartment complexes were all accounted for in the sample, though perhaps 
not in the correct proportions. If a Sanborn sheet contained several Blocks that were fit to 
be sampled, more than one was often collected. Eventually, 40 Blocks were gathered for 
the Richmond sub-sample.   

 
3.4.1. Building Identification and Measurement of AvFootArea 
 
 The methodology for determining average building height and size from Sanborn 
map sheets proved quite intricate. A consistent method for demarcating buildings was 
called for. While building delimitation sounds quite simple, it proved a bit more 
challenging in denser urban areas. In this setting, buildings often cluster together and 
physically touch one another. Additionally, some structures may be divided into several 
areas or rooms with varying heights. Typically, buildings were counted as distinct entities 
if they were bounded by solid lines, with no major openings indicated (Figure 3.2).16 

As in Philadelphia, sampling techniques were employed within Richmond’s 
sampled Blocks to estimate values of the dependent variables desired. Bearing in mind 
what were considered buildings, should all buildings in these Blocks be candidates for 
sampling? Certainly the large, primary buildings, such as houses, apartment buildings, 
etc., termed Majors, should be included in the candidate pool. The Sanborn sheets also 
reveal small garages and other buildings adjacent to houses in some residential areas; 
these miniature structures (Minis) are the ones whose candidate status may be in doubt 
(Figure 3.3). While this study was primarily concerned with the larger, more significant 
buildings, failure to include the smaller buildings would understate the amount of  

 

                                                 
16 There are minor exceptions to this statement. A good example is what appears in the Sanborn atlas to be 
porches, or porch-like portions of buildings. The outer portions of these porches are represented by dashed 
lines, but the porches are still considered to be contained by the “parent” building. 
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Figure 3.2: A city block 
from a Sanborn atlas. 
Even though the two 

buildings circled in blue 
are contiguous, they are 

considered distinct 
entities, as they are 

separated by a solid line. 
The building circled in 

red contains two separate 
portions, one that is one 
story in height, and the 
other, two stories. Since 

the line splitting the 
portions is broken, the 
two are considered part 

of the same building. The 
building circled in red 

also displays a porch-like 
area facing the street that 
is considered part of the 

building. 
 

Source: (Sanborn Map 
Company, Inc. 1984, 

235) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3: A city block from a Sanborn atlas illustrating the difference between Majors and Minis. In this 
instance, all the Minis are clustered in the center of the Block, along an alley, while the Majors face outward along 
the enclosing streets. 

Source: (Sanborn Map Company, Inc. 1984, 253) 
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possible obstruction for the wave propagation models. Ultimately, the smaller buildings 
were included in the candidate pool of buildings.  
 The total number of buildings (NumBldgs) and Minis within sampled Blocks was 
tallied. Average building footprint size per Block would also be estimated. In similar 
fashion to the Philadelphia model mentioned earlier, the variation in size and dimensions 
among the Major (non-Mini) buildings was examined. A number of Majors that 
collectively represented this variation (or most of it) were then subjectively chosen for 
sampling purposes. As with the Majors, the sampling procedure also attempted to capture 
the majority of the variation among Minis, at least regarding their size. Furthermore, the 
sampling method endeavored to represent Majors and Minis in the correct proportions, 
relative to each other. 

Once all the buildings to be sampled were chosen, their dimensions were to be 
measured. Unlike 1-meter aerial photography, Sanborn atlases reveal that building 
footprints are rarely perfectly rectangular. The dictates of time and sanity, however, 
forced the “rectangularization” of complex building shapes for measurement purposes, 
using a pencil and engineer’s scale (Figure 3.4). Once building shapes were acceptable, 
an engineer’s scale was used to measure length and width. These two values were then 
multiplied to provide the footprint area (FootArea), and divided to yield the LtoSRat. 
While the LtoSRat was still measured for Richmond, the intentional rectangularization 
limited the statistic’s value. The AvFootArea and AvLtoSRat for the entire Census Block 
were then determined from the sampled buildings values of FootArea and LtoSRat, 
respectively.  

 
3.4.2. Measurement of AvBldgHeight 

 
 The burgeoning data gleaned from the Sanborn atlases were initially stored in a 
notebook, but later migrated to a spreadsheet. At this point, a methodology was needed 
for determining the average building height per Block (AvBldgHeight). A simple 
summation of building heights, and subsequent division of this value by the number of 
buildings would provide an estimate of average building height. This method, however, 
fails to account for buildings’ different sizes. A more complex method was therefore used 
for determining the average, even though this involved much more work.  

While the computation of AvBldgHeight did not require actual measurement of 
building dimensions, plenty of difficulties presented themselves. The methodology had to 

A residential 
building from a 
Sanborn atlas. 
The numbers 
represent building 
height in stories. 
Notice the “D” 
for Dwelling. 

The same 
building after it 
has been 
“rectangularized,” 
in red. While the 
dimensions have 
changed, the 
footprint area is 
still the same. 

Figure 3.4: A Sanborn Major building before and after rectangularization. 

                                Source: (Sanborn Map Company, Inc. 1985, 488)
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account for Major buildings that contained multiple sections with different heights. 
Additionally, methods were required to deal with Minis, which were not as physically 
large as Majors, and therefore could not be treated the same way. With minor exceptions, 
the Minis of a given building height were aggregated together to see how many average 
sized Major buildings they would constitute. The count of these “false” Majors and the 
count of legitimate Majors were then combined; this result, with additional 
modifications, represented the number of Major Equivalents. Once the number of Major 
Equivalents had been estimated for each height level (i.e. 1, 1 ½, 2 stories) per Block, the 
mean building height (AvBldgHeight) and standard deviation of building height could 
easily be computed.17  

 
3.4.3. The Richmond Case—Problems and Observations 
 
 Ultimately, weaknesses inherent in the sample for Richmond became apparent. 
Due to two errors, the model may have overestimated average building height. Given the 
time required to modify Blocks already completed though, the decision was made to 
accept the calculation of AvBldgHeight as it was. Moreover, while an attempt was made 
to collect Blocks from all parts of the city and represent variations in building dimensions 
and density, the evaluation and selection of Blocks was largely a subjective endeavor. 
Data for certain Blocks were often unreliable or unusable. Established methods of spatial 
sampling were not employed.  

 
3.5. Data Acquisition Part Three--- Digital Building Data 
  

At this point, 40 Blocks had been gathered in the city of Richmond. If 
Philadelphia’s sample was added to this total, 70 Blocks had been acquired. AvFootArea 
and NumBldgs were available for all 70 Blocks, but only the Blocks from Richmond 
possessed the attribute of building height. Ultimately, whether dealing with a sample size 
of 40 or 70, additional observations could be of great use. If further sampling was to be 
undertaken in Richmond, though, the benefits gleaned from the additional data needed to 
outweigh the considerable time required for data collection. If the same sampling routine 
were employed, many weeks would be required to collect just another 30 samples. A 
vendor of building data for GIS, I-cubed, LLC, was contacted to inquire about pricing for 
their products; they graciously agreed to send a sample of their 3-D Digital City Model.  

The first set of sample data from I-Cubed covered a 1 km2 square tile in the heart 
of Denver. Subsequent data included tiles for Nashville, Phoenix, Charlotte, Cincinnati, 
Columbus, Hartford and Milwaukee (Table 3.3). I-Cubed provided this sample data free-
of-charge, and they determined where the tiles came from in the cities in Table 3.3. The 
spatial distribution of each city’s tiles does not appear to follow a specific pattern, 
although a mix of urban and suburban, residential and non-residential environments is 
visible for most of the cities. Two layers pertaining to buildings were provided per tile: 
Building Footprints and Rooftop Detail. Collectively they are referred to as BldgLayers. 
The inclusion of two layers accounts for the fact that a building’s height often varies 
among different portions of the building. The “base” height of a building, or the 
                                                 
17 The building heights in the Sanborn atlases were typically provided in integer stories or halves of stories, 
and few of the buildings in the Richmond Blocks sampled were above 2 stories. 
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minimum height of the building’s top, is represented in the Building Footprints layer. 
Higher portions of buildings, which can be superimposed on the “base” buildings, are 
represented in the Rooftop Detail layer. The accompanying tables for Building Footprints 
and Rooftop Detail contained the elevations of the tops of the features, whether they were 
“base” buildings or areas of higher rooftops.  
 
 
 
 Denver Charlotte Cincinnati Columbus Hartford Milwaukee Nashville Phoenix 

# Tiles 1 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 
Tile Size 
(in km2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 ~1.2 (not 

square) 
Used in 
Sample? No No Yes No No No Yes No 

 
High-resolution (1 meter cell size) Digital Terrain Models, also furnished by I-

Cubed, provided the elevations of the ground surface. The study determined the base 
elevation for each building vector by averaging the elevation values in the DTM grid 
cells beneath it. The footprint and rooftop layers were then combined via a union overlay 
to produce a composite 
building layer 
(Composite). Each 
building’s base elevation 
was subtracted from the 
top elevation of each 
portion (given different 
heights) of the building; 
this provided each 
portion’s building height. 
The building’s average 
height was then 
determined from the 
heights of the different 
portions. Viewing the 
Composite layer in the 
ESRI 3D Analyst, the 
buildings appear 
remarkably realistic and 
detailed (Figure 3.5).  

It was thought that use of the data supplied by I-Cubed might simplify and 
expedite data collection for the sample. The digital data were of very recent date, 
increasing their reliability. Furthermore, the building height information was much more 
precise than in Sanborn atlases; heights were provided in meters, rather than in stories. A 
methodology to electronically extract the data and aggregate them into Census Blocks 
was called for. The method needed to be quick, accurate and repeatable for different tiles. 
Optimally, one would be able to carry it out entirely within a GIS in as few steps as 
possible. Prior to significant analysis for any city, TIGER Block layers were obtained for 

Figure 3.5: Buildings and TIGER streets in downtown Denver as 
viewed in the ESRI 3D Analyst. Building data courtesy of I-Cubed, 
LLC.

Table 3.3: Data provided by I-Cubed per city. 
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the city. To identify “residential” Blocks, U.S. Census Population and Housing data in 
dBase format were relationally joined to the Blocks layer. Queries eliminated Blocks that 
were non-residential, which signified that they contained fewer than 10 persons.18 

To ensure high quality data for the sample, it was important to know where I-
Cubed had omitted buildings from the building layers. Information on such omissions 
was not provided by I-Cubed; their primary customers likely have little need for the 
excluded buildings. Therefore, the percentage of buildings absent on the BldgLayers was 
determined, much as 
before, through scrutiny 
of USGS Digital 
Orthophotography. The 
study required that a 
large majority of the 
building footprint area 
in a residential Block be 
present in the buildings 
layers if the Block was 
to be accepted into the 
sample. While this 
verification scheme 
fulfilled its objective 
fairly well, and 
remained far preferable 
to use of the Sanborn 
atlases, perusal of every 
candidate Block still 
required a decent 
investment in time. 
Also, identification of 
buildings can 
sometimes prove 
difficult on a fuzzy or 
dark digital orthophoto.  

Unfortunately, many Block boundaries in the selected cities were offset several 
meters from their true locations, bisecting buildings that were actually well within the 
Blocks (Figure 3.6). If summary statistics were computed in the GIS using an I-Cubed 
building layer in conjunction with such flawed Block layers, the desired Y’s (NumBldgs, 
AvBldgHeight and AvFootArea) could be miscalculated for certain Blocks. Aiming to 
remedy this, several cities or portions of cities were rubbersheeted to more accurate 
layers (termed Sheetlayers).19 Even though more accurate Block layers were not 

                                                 
18 Even while this criterion of 10+ persons per Block was not explicitly followed in Richmond and 
Philadelphia, it turns out that even those cities’ samples contain no Blocks with <10 persons. 
19 In rubbersheeting, a given GIS input layer, often one with poor positional accuracy (such as our Census 
Blocks layer), is mathematically stretched or transformed to fit a more positionally correct layer 
(Sheetlayer) that covers the same geographic area. The transformed input layer now demonstrates improved 
positional accuracy. 

Figure 3.6: Inaccuracies of a TIGER Census Block layer. Note how the 
thick black lines (TIGER Census Block boundaries) are skewed so that 
they falsely pass “over” the building polygons. The thin lines, which are 
part of an I-Cubed streets layer, are much more positionally correct. USGS 
Orthophotography (from the Microsoft Terraserver) can be seen in the 
background. Building data courtesy of I-Cubed, LLC. 
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available, Block boundaries often followed city streets or highways, so a Roads layer, if 
of higher quality, could be employed in some cases as the Sheetlayer. For Denver, a more 
positionally accurate layer of city streets, provided in the I-Cubed package, was used as 
the Sheetlayer. Since no such streets layer was provided for other cities, if rubbersheeting 
was necessary, another Sheetlayer would be required. 1:24,000 scale USGS Digital Line 
Graphs (DLGs) fulfilled this need in certain cases; regrettably, they were not yet 
available for all U.S. cities.  

The areas that were subjected to rubbersheeting nearly always displayed 
substantial improvement in their positional accuracy, relative to the building layers; as a 
result, fewer buildings were split by Block boundaries. Despite the success of 
rubbersheeting, however, Block boundaries still bifurcated certain buildings. 
Additionally, Sheetlayers were not available for all areas. To circumvent these 
difficulties, centroids were computed (in layer CompCentroid) for the buildings in the 
Composite layer. Since the Block boundaries were most likely to sever only the edges of 
buildings, building centroids usually fell in the correct Block. These centroid layers were 
then spatially joined to the appropriate Block layers. Visual inspections were then 
conducted to ensure that centroids were assigned to the proper Blocks. Any centroids not 
correctly assigned were manually reassigned to the right Block. Summary statistics could 
now be calculated per Block within the GIS for AvFootArea and AvBldgHeight, using the 
CompCentroid layer. The detailed methods for extracting summary statistics, from the 
beginning (raw data) to the end of the process, were documented prior to computation in 
a “cookbook” type fashion; this served to avert confusion and ensure procedural 
uniformity across all tiles.  

In the end, in spite of the undeniable quality of the I-Cubed data, certain factors 
restricted the sampling to only a small portion of the data. Many of the Blocks contained 
within the tiles contained no residents, or very few residents, and were therefore 
ineligible for consideration as “residential” Blocks. The absence of many buildings 
shown on the orthophotos further reduced the pool of usable Blocks. Furthermore, many 
potentially suitable Blocks were disqualified because they fell along the edges of tiles, 
only partially covered by the building layers. Also, if orthophotography was too dark or 
too difficult to interpret for a given Block, assessment of the percentage of buildings 
absent in the buildings layers was difficult, and the Block was thrown out. The rigorous 
standards used in Block selection eliminated all but a few Blocks collectively from 
Columbus, Hartford, Charlotte, Milwaukee, Denver, and Phoenix. Each of these six cities 
was thought to contain too few acceptable Blocks for the city to exert a significant 
influence in the final sample. Also, it was difficult to justify the time-intensive 
computation of summary statistics, tile by tile, for only a few Blocks. Considering these 
two factors, the study excluded all Blocks from these cities from the sample.  
 
3.6. Overview of the Combined Sample 

 
 After completion of sampling for the remaining cities represented in the I-Cubed 
data (Cincinnati and Nashville), these cities’ samples were combined with all of the 
Blocks previously gathered from Richmond and Philadelphia. This combined sample 
consisted of 116 Blocks spread across four cities (Table 3.4). All Blocks included their 
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accompanying Census Housing and Demographic data (file STF1B) as well as the 
Blocks’ areas in square meters.  
 
 
 

 Richmond Philadelphia Nashville Cincinnati 
# Blocks in 

sample 40 30 33 13 

 
Except for Philadelphia, the cities represented in this combined sample were not 

part of the original group of nine cities (Table 3.1) to be sampled for this study. Those 
nine cities were selected by region and size, in an attempt to represent the variation in 
American cities. Unfortunately, eight of these cities could not be sampled due to the 
unavailability of data on their building stock. The cities in Table 3.4 were utilized largely 
because of their availability; the study had to make do with what it could get. As a result, 
the final sample does not represent as much of the variation in population or geographic 
location among U.S. cities as might be desirable. Of the final four cities, none are in the 
West; two fall near the dividing line between the East and Midwest. While there is some 
variation among these cities in size, even the smallest of them contains over 197,000 
persons (as of April 1, 2000), excluding suburban areas (U.S. Census Bureau 2001). This 
means that genuinely small cities were not captured in the sample, as was initially 
desired. 

Substantial differences exist between these cities’ individual samples. Sample size 
is quite visibly inconstant across the cities, so certain ones may exert more influence than 
others in the construction of regression models. The samples for Cincinnati and 
Philadelphia include suburban areas outside the city proper, while the Nashville and 
Richmond samples do not. Despite data limitations, attempts were made in Richmond, 
and to a lesser extent, Philadelphia, to capture spatial variability in the building stock by 
sampling selectively from different areas of the city (or metropolitan area). However, 
such an approach proved impossible in the other two cities, as sampling of Blocks was 
confined to the areas covered by the tiles provided by I-Cubed. Additionally, each of the 
cities exhibits different traits regarding such factors as age, density, and population 
growth or decline (Table 3.5). Comparing population densities from 1990, one can see 
the considerable differences between Nashville (now Nashville-Davidson) at one 
extreme, and Philadelphia at the other. The data for population change point to a loss of 
population for all of the cities proper, with the exception of Nashville.  
 

 
 

 Richmond Philadelphia Nashville (Nashville-
Davidson) Cincinnati 

Pop. Density (1990) 3,379 11,736 1,032 4,716 
Pop. Change (1990-2000) -2.6 -4.3 11.6 -9.0 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.4: Number of Blocks from each city included in combined sample. 

Source for data: Pop. Density from (U.S. Census Bureau 1998), Pop. Change from (U.S. 
Census Bureau 2001) 

Table 3.5: Population density and population change for cities in the sample.  
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3.7. Necessary Modifications to Sample Data 
 
 Before the commencement of statistical analysis, the database containing the 
study’s sample required a few modifications. The first of these involves the 
harmonization of measurement units for building height throughout the sample. Another 
modification removed distortion from observed values in the database. Lastly, steps were 
taken to address certain “errors” found in the Census data.  
 
3.7.1. Building Height Unit Conversions 

 
All of the cities in the final, unified sample, except Philadelphia, contained data 

on average building height per Block. However, the building height data for Richmond 
were measured in stories, while those for Cincinnati and Nashville had been tabulated in 
meters. If models of building height were to be constructed from a sample of these three 
cities’ Blocks taken collectively, the measurement units used for height had to be the 
same. Since the height of a building “story” can vary, depending on a number of factors, 
height measurements in meters were likely more accurate and more desirable. The study 
therefore sought to define a constant by which the Richmond “story” heights could be 
converted to meters. On the surface, this conversion endeavor may seem misguided, as it 
is commonly thought inappropriate to falsely inflate data resolution, giving the 
impression of greater precision than deserved. In practice, though, this course of action 
proved necessary, given the need to use as many Blocks as possible to build the model 
and the desirability of retaining the high resolution of the data from I-Cubed.  
 In order to find an appropriate constant for conversion, some methods used by 
HAZUS were examined. HAZUS provides both the “percentage of floor area for model 
building types” per “occupancy class” (FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:49) and the 
“typical” height in feet per model building type (Appendix 1) (FEMA, Technical Manual, 
1999, 3:3). Therefore, the estimated height of a story could be computed per occupancy 
class.20 A subjective estimate was made of the percentage of floor area within each 
occupancy class present within the Richmond sample. RES1 was felt to be, by far, the 
most prevalent class, representing at least 75% of the floor area. RES3 was thought to 
represent most of the remainder of the floor area in the sample. While a small minority of 
other occupancy classes was also known to exist, their estimated heights were not directly 
calculated. After the story heights per major occupancy class had been estimated, an 
informed subjective judgment was employed to estimate the sample’s average story 
height over all occupancy classes present. The study’s final estimate of average building 
height per story in Richmond was 13.75 feet.  

 
3.7.2. Eliminating the Effect of Area on Observed Values 

 
A second issue requiring data modification also presented itself. Since the Census 

Blocks in the sample were of different sizes, the observed values for most given variables 
                                                 
20 Looking at occupancy class RES1 for Virginia (Appendix A-2), we see that 75% of floor area is 
composed of model building type W1 and the remaining 25% consists of type URML. Since the typical 
height of a W1 story is 14 feet and the URML story, 15 feet (Appendix A-1), the story height for RES1 is 
( )75.14× + ( )25.15× , or 14.25. RES3 is calculated similarly, yielding a value of 13.64.  
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from Block to Block were affected by the size of the Block (Clark and Hosking 1986). 
According to Campbell (2001), this effect of area on the variables should be removed. To 
accomplish this, “raw variables” can be divided by the area of each “areal unit”, in this 
case Census Blocks (Clark and Hosking 1986, 10-11). The resulting “standardized” 
variables are one type of what Clark and Hosking term “derived variables,” which are 
“ratios of one form or another” (Clark and Hosking 1986, 10-11). Eventually, nearly all 
variables (both independent and dependent) were standardized in this fashion; several 
variables already expressed as ratios were spared such standardization. 

 
3.7.3. Modifications to Census Data 

 
 U.S. Census Housing and Demographic data proved quite invaluable in this 
study’s assembly of regression models; however, an anomaly found in these data could 
have substantially skewed study results, had it not been detected and corrected. Mean 
Number of Rooms, Mean Value and Mean Contract Rent had all been computed per 
housing unit, or subdivision thereof (such as Owner-Occupied Housing Unit) (see Table 
3.2). Total Housing Units was also given in the STF1B file. A number of Blocks 
contained a value of 0 for one or more of these “Mean” variables and also a value of 0 for 
Total Housing Units. Division by zero is impossible; one cannot report Mean Number of 
Rooms per Housing Unit if no housing units are present. Conversations with persons 
from U.S. Census Bureau regional offices revealed that the 0’s in question did not 
represent legitimate values; the cells filled by the impostor 0’s should be empty (U.S. 
Census Bureau personnel 2001). One of the Census personnel mentioned that some users 
of Census data do not like to see blank spaces in a database, so the Census Bureau inserts 
0’s (U.S. Census Bureau personnel 2001).  
 If the impostor 0’s were kept, values known to be false would be used. 
Additionally, keeping these 0’s would have implications for the regression analyses. The 
variable selection and multiple regression procedures used in this study exclude an 
observation from the model building process if it contains a “missing value” for any of 
“the variables being analyzed,” independent or dependent (NCSS 2000, Multiple 
Regression-Introduction). Retaining the impostor 0’s therefore signifies that several 
observations that should not be included are included. To maintain the integrity of the 
analysis, the impostor 0’s were eliminated and replaced with empty cells. The specifics of 
the processes employed meant that multiple regression models containing no variables 
with missing values would be built from all observations, while models including 
variables with missing values would be computed from a reduced set of observations. In 
this hypothetical database with missing values, the R2 and other statistics for a regression 
model with certain Xi’s might not be the same in the variable selection results as in the 
final multiple regression results; this would be due, again, to different numbers of 
observations used in the model’s construction (NCSS 2000).  

To avoid the difficulties just outlined, it was decided to completely eliminate the 
missing values in the sample. Elimination of all observations for which missing values 
were present in any of the three derived variables represented a possible source of action. 
Such an undertaking, however, would mean the loss of an unacceptably large percentage 
of the observations (Blocks) in the sample. Since most of the missing values were located 
in Mean Value and Mean Contract Rent, these variables were eliminated entirely from 
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further consideration in the analyses; their code number in Table 3.2 is therefore N/A. 
This reduced the number of observations with missing values to 5, all of which were 
found in Mean Number of Rooms. In lieu of eliminating this variable entirely, these 5 
observations were discarded. 4 of the 5 came from Nashville, while 1 was found in 
Cincinnati (Table 3.6). 

 
 

 Richmond Philadelphia Nashville Cincinnati 
# Blocks in 

sample 40 30 29 12 

 
The methods employed by this study to gather a sample of Census Blocks proved 

quite complex, and consumed a large portion of research time. The methodology evolved 
in a seemingly impromptu manner as new insights presented themselves. As stated 
before, the representation of cities in the sample was also not as initially conceived. 
Despite these weaknesses though, the study succeeded in the considerable task of 
assembling a set of observations from different American cities for use in predictive 
models of building count and dimensions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.6: Number of Blocks from each city included in sample after elimination of false 0’s. 
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Chapter 4: Building and Selection of Regression Models 
 
This study aimed to predict values for several building attributes based on U.S. 

Census data. The models constructed and scrutinized by the study were created using 
multiple regression. Therefore, each model inspected included a dependent variable (Y) 
and at least one independent variable (Xi). The process detailed in this chapter required 
several steps, including consideration of outliers, an assessment of transformations on the 
Y and procedures to select appropriate Xi’s. Ultimately, for each Y, an optimum 
regression model was identified. While multiple regression is conceptually simple to 
understand, evaluation of its results often required time and subjective judgment.  

  
4.1. Outliers 

 
The first genuine statistical consideration encountered was that of outliers, 

defined succinctly by Neter et al. as “extreme observations” (Neter et al. 1996, 103). 
While deletion of genuine outliers is often indicated (NCSS 2000), overzealous 
elimination of too many supposed outliers can equate to the disposal of good 
observations.21 This study employed NCSS’ Data Screening procedure, which identifies 
“multivariate outliers” with “a T2 
test” (NCSS 2000, Data 
Screening-Multivariate Outlier 
Section). The remaining nineteen 
STF1B variables (including all Xi 
variables divided by area and 
Mean Number of Rooms) and 
BlockArea (area of the Blocks) 
were examined by the procedure, 
but Y’s were not.22 Data 
Screening requires the analyst to 
set the “T2 Alpha”; 
“Observations with a T2 
probability less than this are 
designated as outliers” (NCSS 
2000, Data Screening-Reports Tab). The procedure provides the T2 probability for each 
observation. (NCSS 2001, Data Screening—Reports Tab).  

Arnold (2001) suggested that attention be focused on extreme outliers. Examining 
histograms of T2 probability proved quite useful in the identification of the most extreme 
outliers. A histogram of the entire range of T2 probability values can be seen in Figure 
4.1. One can see that a large percentage of the observations’ T2 probability values fall 

                                                 
21 This issue loomed large in the study. According to the NCSS Help System, “A popular rule-of-thumb 
when using any variable selection procedure is that you have at least five observations for each candidate 
variable” (NCSS 2000, All Possible Regressions-Introduction).  Assuming fifteen variables input into APR, 
85 observations would be recommended for the module. After previous removals, only 111 observations 
remained for prediction of NumBldgs and AvFootArea, and only 81 observations for AvBldgHeight. 
22 Moreover, identification of residual outliers was not undertaken here, but was carried out, to an extent, 
later in the analysis.  
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of all T2 values from the 
Data Screening process 
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between .95 and 1. Most of the .05 wide intervals contain at least 1 observation, but few 
contain more than a handful, until reaching the left side of the histogram. The interval 
from 0 to .05 contains far fewer observations than .95 to 1, but still many more than any 
other interval. This suggests that there are a decent number of multivariate outliers in the 
data. If the T2 Alpha were set to .05, 17 observations would be tagged as outliers. 
Eliminating 17 observations from a total of 111 seemed excessive and undesirable.  

An additional histogram (Figure 4.2) focuses only on the range from 0 to .05, to 
identify the worst outliers. This histogram uses intervals of .001 and stops at .033, as 
there are no observations with values between .033 and .5. This histogram elucidates that 
the T2 probability values are not equally distributed across the 0 to .05 range. Note that 7 
of the 17 observations fall in the very last interval, from 0 to .001. Deleting 7 outliers, as 
opposed to 17, appeared a palatable option.  Additionally, it seemed that the visual 
evidence of a “natural break” at .001 supported the decision to use this value as the T2 
Alpha. Certainly .001 represents a very low value; there can be little doubt that 
observations with a T2 probability value less than this are truly outliers. After these seven 
outliers were thrown out, 104 observations remained.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2: Histogram of T2 values from 0 to 
.033 from the Data Screening process 
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4.1.1. Locations of Deleted Outliers 
 

The distribution of both deleted outliers and remaining observations among the 
four cities is shown in Table 4.1. 4 of the deleted outliers were located in the Nashville 
area, 2 in the Cincinnati area, and 1 in the Philadelphia area. Within Nashville, 1 of the 
expunged Blocks is (at least partially) on the campus of Vanderbilt University. 2 others 
were within 450 meters of the Vanderbilt Block. The remaining Nashville Block was 
located a bit less than 1 kilometer from the State Capitol building. The 2 Cincinnati 
outliers were both located on the same tile, in the downtown area. The outlier for 
Philadelphia was situated in a residential area of Camden County, NJ. If visible 
similarities exist between all these outliers, it was not immediately apparent. 
 

 Richmond Philadelphia Nashville Cincinnati 
# Deleted Outliers 0 1 4 2 
# Blocks remaining 

in sample 40 29 25 10 

 
 
4.2. A Brief Overview of Multiple Regression Assumptions and Terms 
  

Before describing the evaluation of different regression models, a brief mention of 
regression assumptions should prove helpful. In an excellent paper, Poole and O’Farrell 
clearly elucidate six “fundamental assumptions, which must be satisfied if the application 
of the classical linear regression model is to be totally valid” (Poole and O’Farrell 1971, 
151). These are as follows: 
 

(1) Each value of Xi and of Y is observed without measurement error. 
(2) The relationships between Y and each of the independent variables Xi are 

linear in the parameters of the specific functional form chosen. 
(3) Each conditional distribution of u has a mean of zero. 
(4) The variance of the conditional distribution of u is constant for all such 

distributions; this is the homoscedasticity assumption. 
(5) The values of u are serially independent; 
(6) The independent variables, Xi, are linearly independent of each other. 

(Poole and O’Farrell 1971, 148) 
 
Furthermore, “if the model is to be used for the purpose either of interval estimation or of 
hypothesis testing…. these six assumptions are not sufficient for the valid application 
of the model, for one further assumption is needed,” which is as follows for “the random 
X model” (Poole and O’Farrell 1971, 148): 
 

(7) Both the conditional and marginal distributions of each variable [must 
be]… normal: this model thus requires not only conditional normality for Y, 
but also for Xi , and, in addition, the overall frequency distribution of each 
variable must be normal (Poole and O’Farrell 1971, 148). 

Table 4.1: Distribution of deleted outlier Blocks and remaining Blocks in sample per city.  
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Poole and O’Farrell describe each of these assumptions in detail, and mention that #2, #4, 
#5, and #6 are the most important to ensure (Poole and O’Farrell 1971). According to 
Campbell (2001), major contravention of some of these assumptions can create problems, 
such as artificially high R2 values. All seven assumptions, except #1, were examined to 
some degree in this study.  
 
4.3. Variable Selection Procedures 
  

In order to build the best regression models for each dependent variable, the 
independent variables in these models needed to be identified. NCSS’ All Possible 
Regressions (APR) procedure seemed the most appropriate variable selection method, as 
“it guarantees that you will find the “best” model…. according to your selection 
criterion…. since it looks at all of them.” (NCSS 2000, All Possible Regressions-
Introduction). However, the NCSS implementation of All Possible Regressions allows for 
only fifteen candidate X variables. After the exclusion of BlockArea, Mean Value and 
Mean Contract Rent, nineteen Xi’s remained for consideration. A method had to be found 
to eliminate four variables prior to the use of APR. To accomplish this, a Spearman 
correlation matrix was employed; the four Xi’s demonstrating the lowest correlations with 
the Y in question were to be barred from APR.  

Another variable selection method, Multivariate Variable Selection (MVS), was 
not used for the final model determination, but played an integral part in certain phases of 
this study (see Section 4.5). This method, which provides “model[s] for each subset 
(model) size” up to a certain size, (NCSS 2000, Subset Selection--- Selection Results 
Section), “usually yields the same subset as the all possible regressions routine, but with a 
lot less work” (NCSS 2000, Subset Selection---Introduction).  
 
4.4. Assessing Model Predictability 
 
 Early in this study, as the author became acquainted with the particulars of 
regression analysis, the importance of assessing a given model’s predictability was 
emphasized (Campbell 2000). Regression analysis uses a set of observations (sample) for 
constructing the regression model; results, including values for statistics such as R2, can 
then be computed for this sample. Predictability, in this context, refers to the replicability 
of these regression results (such as R2) for other samples (test samples) from the same 
population. In an ideal situation, the two samples exhibit nearly identical results. 
Sometimes, however, the test sample’s results are very different (usually worse, not 
better) than those for the model’s sample, “impl[ying] that the fitted [regression] model is 
data dependent” (NCSS 2000, Multiple Regression-Analysis of Variance Section). This 
“data dependency” may be an indication that the sample used to build the model is not 
representative of the population in question.  

Neter et al. state that, “By far the preferred method to validate a regression model 
is through the collection of new data” (Neter et al. 1996, 437); this is done “to check the 
model and its predictive ability” (Neter et al. 1996, 434). While gathering an additional 
sample to test the models’ predictive ability was desirable, this course of action was not 
followed, given the considerable time and effort required to collect more Blocks. Another 
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means of measuring a model’s predictability requires the analyst to use what Neter et al. 
term “data splitting”, in which case the observations in the sample are divided between 
two different groups (Neter et al. 1996, 437). According to Neter et al., “The first set…is 
used to develop the model. The second data set…is used to evaluate the reasonableness 
and predictive ability of the selected model”(Neter et al. 1996, 437). While the data 
splitting technique seemed more tenable for this study than gathering additional data, the 
small size of the final sample (104 observations) discouraged the use of even data 
splitting (Arnold, 2001). 

According to the NCSS Help System, the “PRESS R-Squared” statistic can be 
used “to validate the prediction of a regression model without selecting another sample or 
splitting your data” (NCSS, 2000, Multiple Regression-Analysis of Variance Section). 
This statistic is based on the more common PRESS (Prediction Sum of Squares) statistic 
(NCSS 2000). A low PRESS R2, relative to R2, suggests that the regression model would 
likely not do as well predicting values for a test sample (if there were one) as it does 
values from the model’s sample (NCSS 2000). A PRESS R2 nearly equal to R2 is 
optimum (NCSS 2000). To encapsulate the 
relationship between R2 and PRESS R2, a 
single statistic of predictive capacity was 
developed for this study (Figure 4.3).  
 
4.5. Use of Transformations on Y 
 

When conducting regression analysis, violations of certain regression assumptions 
are often detected. In this study, non-constant variance (also known as heteroscedasticity, 
the opposite of homoscedasticity) proved to be a considerable problem. Variable 
transformations can prove quite useful in ameliorating heteroscedasticity, as well as other 
undesirable traits, such as non-linearity and non-normality (Neter et al. 1996).23 For each 
dependent variable, this study compared regression models with a non-transformed Y to 
models with a Y transformed by a logarithm. This comparison determined, for each Y, 
whether the non-log or Log (in this case, Log10) model was better, based on several 
different criteria, including the three assumptions mentioned above. For the Log10 and 
non-log versions of each Y, NCSS’ Multivariate Variable Selection procedure was used 
to identify a model for each subset size. After subjective examination of the models of 
different subset sizes, the model of optimum subset size was selected in both Log10 and 
non-log cases. If the Log10 model proved more effective, the rest of the model building 
and selection process for this Y would be carried out using its logged version. Otherwise, 
the non-log instance of the variable would be used for model building.  

Henceforth, this study may use the term transformation status when referring to a 
Y: either Y (untransformed), or the transformed log10Y. Note that this entire methodology 
generally assumes that the examined model (either log10 or non-log) is representative of 
the top models (for that subset size) of that transformation status. While it is quite 
possible that other transformations on Y, such as “the Y1/2… and 1/Y,” might produce 
better regression models, this study did not examine models using such transformations 
                                                 
23 Non-linearity appeared to a minor extent in some of the regression models. Residual non-normality could 
be seen in nearly every model built, but was not a huge concern, as normality “is not… necessary” except 
“for interval estimation and hypothesis testing” (Poole and O’Farrell, 1971, 151). 

Figure 4.3: The Predictive Capacity statistic 
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(Weisberg 1985, 133-134). Additionally, this study only attempted transformations on Y. 
Transformations on the Xi’s can also be useful, with or without a transformed Y (Neter et 
al. 1996).  

While heteroscedasticity may have been the “worst” problem identified in the 
non-transformed regression models, several criteria were used to make the choice of 
transformation status (non-log or log10) for each dependent variable. The four multiple 
regression assumptions identified by Poole and O’Farrell as the most vital played a 
considerable role in the decision process. Again, these assumptions are homoscedasticity, 
linearity, lack of autocorrelation, and lack of multicollinearity (Poole and O’Farrell 
1971). Furthermore, other factors played a part; some of these are residual normality, 
significance of the regression model, significance of Xi’s in the model, residual analyses, 
R2, and PRESS R2. The methods used here were also called upon, with minor 
modifications, in the choice of the final model mentioned later.  

 
4.5.1. Verifying Homoscedasticity and Linearity using Scatter Plots 

 
Identification of violations of certain regression assumptions requires perusal of 

scatter plots. A scoring system was devised to assess quantitatively the presence and 
severity of non-linearity and heteroscedasticity via interpretation of these plots. To gauge 
heteroscedasticity, the plots of Residuals ( )YY ˆ− vs. Predicted )ˆ(Y and Residuals vs. 

Predictor(s) (Xi’s) were studied for the telltale signs; according to Weisberg, some of 
these are the “right opening megaphone,” “left opening megaphone,” and “double bow” 
(Weisberg, 1985, 131). Figure 4.4 shows both an example of the right opening 
megaphone from Weisberg’s text and a plot from this study that could be either a 
megaphone or a double bow. For each plot examined, heteroscedasticity was ranked on a 
numerical scale that spanned the range from none detected to considerable; the scores for 
all plots were then summed. If the non-log and Log10 models included different numbers 

Figure 4.4: Heteroscedasticity visible in scatter plots 

b. An example from this study. While the plot resembles a 
right opening megaphone, it also bears a slight 

resemblance to the double bow. 
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of Xi’s, therefore different numbers of plots under comparison, the sums of scores were 
divided by the number of plots.  

To “score” non-linearity in a model, the same residual plots scrutinized for 
heteroscedasticity were examined again. Non-linearity in these plots was also ranked on a 
numerical scale; a low value signified that no non-linearity was detected, while a high 
value indicated considerable non-linearity. Also ranked for non-linearity were scatter 
plots of each independent variable (Xi) in the model vs. the dependent variable (Y). 
Moreover, a final assessment of non-linearity helped, in a small way, to compensate for 
the study’s (possibly false) assumption that the models examined are representative of the 
best models for their respective Y transformation statuses. To get an idea of potential non-
linearity for other, unexamined regression models of each Y transformation status, scatter 
plots of each Xi in the candidate pool vs. Y were examined. Each of these plots was 
compared with its counterpart of the other transformation status to determine which 
exhibited greater non-linearity.24 The “worse” plot was assigned a point. If both showed 
roughly equal non-linearity or no non-linearity could be detected in either, no point was 
assigned. After all plots had been examined and points assigned (or withheld), points 
were summed for both non-log and Log10 cases.25 

 
4.5.2. (Lack of) Autocorrelation (or Serial Correlation) 

 
While the meanings of most of the assumptions listed in Section 4.2 are obvious, 

some, such as #5, require a quick explanation. According to Clark and Hosking, “auto or 
serial correlation” is present when “any residual or error value ei is correlated with any of 
the previous values (ei-1, ei-2, etc.)”; such correlation sometimes occurs when using “time 
series data” (Clark and Hosking 1986, 379). While the data in this study are not part of a 
time series, “model misspecification” also may cause “the residuals… not [to] be 
independent” (NCSS 2000, Multiple Regression-Assumptions). The verity of the 
assumption (of lack of autocorrelation) was evaluated through tests provided by the 
NCSS Multiple Regression procedure. In the Serial Correlation portion of the output, 
serial correlation values are given for each lag as far as 24 lags. These “serial correlations 
[are] significant if their absolute values are greater than” a given value (NCSS 2000, 
Multiple Regression Output). More importance was accorded to a significant correlation 
at a low lag, such as 2, rather than a high lag, such as 19.  

Additionally, “the Durbin-Watson test [, which] is a significance test of first-order 
(lag = 1) autocorrelation,” was used (NCSS 2000, Multiple Regression-Serial-Correlation 
Section). A Durbin-Watson value of 2 is at the center of the zone where “the null 
hypothesis of zero autocorrelation” is accepted (Figure 4.5) (Shaw and Wheeler 1994, 
213). Beyond the upper and lower boundaries of this zone lie two “indeterminate” zones 
(Shaw and Wheeler 1994, 214), where H0 is “neither accept[ed] …[nor] reject[ed]” 
(Jensen 2001, http://www.csus.edu/indiv/j/jensena/mgmt105/durbin.htm). Past the far 
boundaries of these zones lie two zones where H0 is authoritatively rejected (Shaw and 
Wheeler 1994). The boundaries between all these zones are variable, depending on 

                                                 
24 This refers to comparisons between an Xi vs. Y plot and an Xi vs. Log10Y plot. 
25 Note: This methodology was dispensed with for AvBldgHeight, as it was very difficult to discern 
substantial differences between the Log10 and non-log versions for most Xi ‘s. 
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“sample size n (the number of residuals), the number of independent terms k…and the 
significance level” (Shaw and Wheeler 1994, 214). 

 
4.5.3. (Lack of) Multicollinearity 

 
To identify multicollinearity (assumption #6 in Section 4.2), two measures 

supported by NCSS were selected. The first of these is the Variance Inflation Factor 
(VIF).26 According to Neter et al., “Multicollinearity may be” a problem if the 
“maximum VIF value [is] in excess of 10” (Neter et al. 1996, 386-387). 5 may be a better 
boundary for the identification of multicollinearity if the sample size is small (NCSS 
2000). While the sample might not be considered “small”, it certainly was not very large, 
so the VIFs for each variable in each model were inspected for numbers higher than 5. 
The second measure consists of the use of verbal statements in NCSS indicating the 
severity or absence of multicollinearity; these statements are generated from Eigenvalues 
and Condition Numbers (NCSS 2000, Multiple Regression-Eigenvalues of Centered 
Correlations Section; NCSS 2000, Multiple Regression-Eigenvalues of Uncentered 
Correlations Section).27  
  
4.5.4. Normality and Significance Tests 
 

Each model’s residuals were evaluated for normality, using kurtosis, skewness, 
and omnibus tests. If substantial differences in the extent (or presence) of residual non-
normality were found between a Log10 and non-log model, this was noted. For a majority 
of the models examined, the residuals displayed non-normal distributions. Additionally, 
most of the Y’s (Log10 and non-log) and Xi’s in the datasets exhibited non-normal 
distributions.28 While the primary objective of this analysis was the best prediction of Y 

                                                 
26 According to Neter et al., “These factors [VIFs] measure how much the variances of the estimated 
regression coefficients are inflated as compared to when the predictor variables are not linearly related” 
(Neter et al., 1996, 386). 
27 For a detailed description of these methods, refer to (Kleinbaum et al. 1988, 212-214). 
28 This reads “datasets,” as there are actually two datasets, considering that AvBldgHeight uses only 75 
observations, while the other two Y’s use all 104. Normality of Xi’s was evaluated for both datasets. At any 
rate, few of the variables were normal in either dataset. 

Figure 4.5: “Rejection and Acceptance Regions for the Durbin-Watson statistic” [Title and Figure from] (Shaw 
and Wheeler 1994, 214). 
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from one or more X’s, the significance of the model and of each individual Xi in the 
model were also felt to be of value. Even though normality was not always present, “this 
assumption [normality] may frequently be relaxed, …even when the intention is to 
perform significance tests” (Poole and O’Farrell 1971, 155). Even if considerable non- 
normality (or a failure to meet other regression assumptions) resulted in a false 
acceptance of significance, a rejection of significance still reliably indicated rejection.  
 
4.5.5. R2, PRESS R2 and Residual Analysis 

 
In the evaluation of the Log10 and non-log models, high values for the R2, PRESS 

R2 and predictive capacity statistics proved an asset. These statistics for the Log10 model, 
however, were computed based on the transformed data values; they were not directly 
comparable with the same statistics for the non-log model. The effectiveness of the two 
models (Log10 and non-log) needed to be compared on the same scale. To do this, certain 
residual analyses proved invaluable. First, the Log10 model’s predicted values were 
converted back to the original units, then the model’s residuals were recalculated. The 
absolute residuals for both the Log10 and non-log models were also added to the 
spreadsheet. The sum of the absolute value of residuals and the sum of the squared 
residuals were computed for both the Log10 and non-log models. The results were then 
compared. Since the statistics are measuring error, low values are preferable in both 
cases. Examination of these statistics revealed that, while a Log10 model may improve R2, 
it wouldn’t necessarily reduce the error in predicting the original, non-logged values. 
Theoretically, the PRESS R2 statistic could also be computed on the de-logged values 
from the Log10 model, but NCSS does not provide output of the actual PRESS residuals.  

 
4.5.6. An Exception 

 
This study assumed that the subset size identified by Multivariate Variable 

Selection would be appropriate for use in the determination of transformation status. 
Additionally, the candidate models for the study’s final model selection were to be of this 
subset size. For AvBldgHeight, however, circumstances forced consideration of additional 
subset sizes. The initial subset size for AvBldgHeight was 4, for both Y and (log10) Y 
models. Unfortunately, significance was rejected for three of the four Xi‘s in the Y model, 
and the (log10) Y model showed problems with autocorrelation. In lieu of choosing the 
better of two unacceptable models, examination of models of smaller subset sizes was 
undertaken. Eventually, a subset size of 2 was employed for both models in selection of 
transformation status. This same subset size was also used for the final AvBldgHeight 
model selection. 
 
 
4.6. Final Model Selection 
 
 Once the decision had been made, for each dependent variable, to proceed with 
either the Log10 or non-log model, a correlation matrix was examined to find the four Xi‘s 
having the lowest Spearman correlations with the dependent variable. These variables 
were then discarded; the remaining fifteen variables were entered as candidate 
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independent variables, along with the dependent variable, in the All Possible Regressions 
procedure.29 The top models were then chosen by the procedure “based on” their “Root 
Mean Square Error value[s]” (NCSS 2000, All Possible Regressions—Variables Tab). 
The output lists the top models, in descending order according to Root MSE, for each 
subset (model) size (NCSS 2000, All Possible Regressions-All Possible Results Section). 
For each model, R2 and Root MSE are provided, and the model’s independent variables 
are listed. The top five models were identified for the subset size earlier designated (by 
Multivariate Variable Selection) as optimum. Each of these models was then run through 
the Multiple Regression procedure for a thorough evaluation.  

Each of the five top models was then evaluated on the basis of certain criteria. 
Most of these criteria were similar, if not identical, to those employed in the 
determination of the Y’s transformation status, although a handful of modifications and 
additions proved to be of assistance. Since the models’ transformation status had already 
been selected, searching plots of each X in the candidate pool vs. Y for non-linearity was 
no longer necessary. Also, the regression assumption that “The mean disturbance [should 
be] zero for each value of Xi” was tested for plots of ( )YY ˆ−  vs. Xi and ( )YY ˆ−  vs. Ŷ   

 
(Poole and O’Farrell 1971, 154). Figure 4.6 shows two scatter plots: one displays a 
serious problem with this assumption, while the other indicates that the assumption has 
likely been met. This criterion was ranked on a scale from “no substantial violation” to 
“noticeable violation”. To aid in the final model discrimination, all scatter plot measures 
were weighted according to their perceived importance. The sum of these weighted 
scores became the Composite Scatter Plot Score. This score, along with its constituent 
                                                 
29 It was unknown prior to variable selection which Xi‘s would produce the best regression models. The 
study was willing to consider all fifteen remaining Xi‘s as candidate predictor variables, even though some 
of them showed no intuitive relationship with Y. The value of the evaluated regression models was 
determined on the basis of certain statistical criteria; whether or not individual Xi‘s in the models made 
intuitive sense was not considered.  

Figure 4.6: Plots in which the Mean disturbance of Xi ≠ 0 (a), and Xi=0 (b). Note in a how the mean residual value 
changes as Xi changes up and down. Often, the mean residual value does not equal zero. Plot b (Weisberg 1985, 

132) has little of this same problem. 
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measures taken separately, meant that evaluation of these somewhat subjective regression 
assumptions could be carried out in a more quantitative, objective fashion.  

The degree of residual non-normality was evaluated by counting the number of 
observations outside the normal probability bounds on the normal probability plot (Figure 
4.7).30 To roughly gauge the effect of outliers on the model, a plot of RStudent vs. Hat 
Diagonal was examined. “RStudent is one of the best single case diagnostics for 
capturing large residuals, while the hat diagonal flags observations that are remote in the 
X-space” (NCSS 2000, Multiple Regression-RStudent vs. Hat Diagonal). While the worst 
outliers “in the X-space” were captured by the Data Screening procedure and 
subsequently stricken from the dataset (see Section 4.2), residual outliers had not yet 
been sought out.31 Ultimately, the study tabulated the number of X-space outliers, 
residual outliers, and outliers that were simultaneously residual and X-space outliers.  
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                 
30 An exception was AvFootArea. Since models were ranked here on the severity of their residual non-
normality, and all but one of the AvFootArea models exhibited residual normality, a simpler criterion, the 
presence of non-normality, was used for AvFootArea. 
31 Other outliers “in the X-space” often remained in the model. 1 or 2 severe outliers could have been 
inadvertently left in, given the erroneous inclusion of BlockArea in Data Screening (NCSS 2000). 
Additionally, less severe outliers could still be present among the Xi’s. Yet other X-space outliers were 
perhaps not caught by Data Screening, which examines observations over the entire candidate pool of X’s, 
rather than the restricted set of Xi’s in a given regression model. 
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Chapter 5. Final Results, Conclusions and Suggestions 
for Additional Study 

  
 This study set out to predict number of buildings and building dimensions through 
use of multiple regression models. For each of the three dependent variables in this study, 
the regression model chosen represented what the author felt to be optimum. While the 
processes used to make these choices were described in Chapter 4, this chapter steps 
through the results for each Y individually, starting with the determination of 
transformation status. After selection of each Y’s final chosen model, the model’s 
strengths and weaknesses are noted. The results point to moderate success, but this varies 
by Y. The worth of the study’s sample and of the “single-model” approach to modeling 
are also discussed. Lastly, recommendations for future work are included.  

 
5.1. Methods Used to Evaluate Results for Chosen Models 

 
Each of the chosen models was intended to represent all American cities, or at 

least, the cities represented in the final sample. Various criteria were used to gauge the 
success of these models. R2, used in conjunction with Press R2, was thought to be a 
particularly meaningful statistic. Satisfaction of the regression assumptions, significance 
of the model, and significance of the Xi’s within the model were also noted. Table 3.2 (in 
Chapter 3) displays the final nineteen candidate Xi’s, along with the code numbers used to 
identify them in regression models. The two variables eliminated from further 
consideration in Section 3.7.3 are listed in Table 3.2 with an N/A. 

 
5.1.1. Examining Model Results by City 

  
 While this study examined the results for the three chosen models (one per Y) 
over the entire group of cities, attention was also directed to the results per individual 
city. To compare a model’s results by city, residual statistics were developed for each city 
in the sample. Since the mean of a model’s residuals taken collectively must equal 0, 
examining the mean of a portion of a model’s residuals (i.e. for one of the four cities) can 
prove useful for estimating whether and how much a model over- or under-predicts 
values for a given city. This measurement was termed ResMean. The mean of the 
absolute values of a city’s residuals, AbsResMean, tells the analyst the magnitude of the 
average error for that city. In the ideal situation, the model would predict values for all 
cities in the sample roughly equally; AbsResMean would be similar for all cities 
represented. None of the models remotely approached this ideal. The four cities are not of 
equal importance in the model, as the sample contains a different number of observations 
for each city. The reader may note that ResMean and AbsResMean are in the same units 
as Y. 
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5.2. Overall Model Results 
 
5.2.1. Case #1: Number of Buildings 
 
 The first Y considered by this study was Number of Buildings (NumBldgs). It 
seems that this variable would be the easiest of the three to predict, given its similarity to 
Census Variable H1BX0002, 1 Housing Unit Detached or Attached. As mentioned 
earlier, the NumBldgs values were divided by the areas of their respective Census Blocks 
to provide the “derived variable” NumBldgs_SqMi. The transformation status of 
NumBldgs_SqMi was then determined. In this case, both non-log and Log10 models 
boasted a very high predictive capacity. Use of the Log10 model did create residual 
normality, whereas the untransformed model exhibited a minor degree of residual non-
normality. Regarding the four most important regression assumptions collectively, the 
Log10 model probably represented a minor improvement. R2 and PRESS R2 values, 
though, were significantly higher for the non-log model, even though the Log10 model 
still fared satisfactorily. After its values had been readjusted to the original (i.e. non-log) 
units, the Log10 model showed significantly higher error than the non-log model 
according to both Sum of Absolute Residuals and Sum of Squared Residuals (see Chapter 
3 for details on how these were derived). Ultimately, the non-log model was chosen for 
further analysis.  

After the non-log course of action had been chosen, procedures described in 
Chapter 3, including All Possible Regressions, were undertaken to identify the best five 

Serial Correlation Multicollinearity 
Model and 

Code # R2 Press 
R2 

Predictive 
Capacity 

Root 
MSE Significant 

Correlation? 

Significant 
Durbin-
Watson? 

Highest 
VIF 

M.C. according 
to Condition # 

#1-7,8,11,17 0.7127 0.6752 0.94738 1667.49 No No 15 Mild/Not 
Problem 

#2-8,10,11,14 0.7066 0.6750 0.95528 1684.99 Lag 2 No <5 Not Problem 
#3- 8,9,10,11 0.7017 0.6636 0.94570 1699.22 Lag 2 No 6 Not Problem 
#4-8,9,11,13 0.6993 0.6585 0.94166 1705.86 Lag 2 Indecisive 6 Not Problem 

#5-8,10,11,18 0.6871 0.6573 0.95663 1740.08 Lag 24 No <5 Not Problem 

 
Scatter Plot Measures # Outliers Residual 

Normality 
Model 

Non-
Linearity 

Non-
Constant 
Variance 

Zero 
Mean 

Composite 
Scatter Plot 

Score 
Residual X Both Total ? 

# Points 
Outside 
Bounds 

#1 2.2 10 5 17.2 5 21 2 28 * 8 
#2 2.6 9 4 15.6 6 14 3 23 No 7 
#3 2.6 10 4 16.6 10 12 3 25 No 9 
#4 3.8 10 4 17.8 6 13 5 24 No 8 
#5 2.6 10 5 17.6 6 15 1 22 No 13 

 

Table 5.1: The results for each of the five candidate models for NumBldgs_SqMi. 

Each model, as well as all its constituent Xi’s, passed significance tests. 
*Kurtosis accepted, but not skewness or omnibus.
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regression models. In Table 5.1, the values for all criteria used to evaluate the five models 
are shown for each model. All five models display quite high values for R2, Press R2, 
and Predictive Capacity. Multicollinearity does not appear to be a significant problem, 
except for Model #1. While only #4 shows any problem with first-order autocorrelation, 
#2 and #3 share with #4 a significant correlation at Lag 2. Moderate differences between 
the models are visible for the scatter plot measures, including the Composite Scatter Plot 
Score. None of the models showed complete residual normality, but #5 contained several 
more points outside of the normal probability bounds than the other models. Outliers 
varied by type and overall.  

The final chosen regression model for the prediction of NumBldgs_SqMi was #5, 
which contains the variables with codes #8, #10, #11, and #18. While this model did not 
fare so well using the Composite Scatter Plot Score, the difference between it and the 
other models was not huge. #5 ranked well with regards to outliers, multicollinearity, and 
serial correlation. Also, #5 showed the highest value for predictive capacity. #5 scored 
lowest on R2 and Press R2, but the differences between models for these criteria were 
minor. #5’s low score for normality is noteworthy, but none of the models were 
“completely” normal, and normality was not considered that important a factor at any 
rate.  

The impressive values for R2 and Press R2 lead one to believe that the model 
should be able to predict reasonably well for the cities in the sample. That Press R2 is so 
close to R2 is quite heartening, given all the variation in this study’s sample due to both 
the presence of different cities, and fact that the sampling routines employed, while all 
quite subjective, varied from city to city. The model and all its Xi’s pass significance 
tests, although the inability to meet all regression assumptions means that this 
significance is less than certain. The model’s results for some of the regression 
assumptions, especially heteroscedasticity and zero mean, are less exciting, though. The 
number of identified outliers may also dampen support for the model. Extensive 
statistical results for this model (#5) can be found in Appendix 3-A. 

 
5.2.1.1. Number of Buildings—Results by City 

 
Examining NumBldgs_SqMi by city (Table 5.2), one can see from ResMean that 

the average predicted values were too high for three of the four cities. The values for 
Richmond, in contrast, were underpredicted; more buildings are present, per Square Mile, 
than the Census data suggests. AbsResMean tells us that the average deviation from the 
actual value of Y was highest for Richmond and lowest for Philadelphia.  
 

 
City # Observations Mean of Residuals 

(ResMean) 
Mean of Absolute 

Residuals (AbsResMean) 
Philadelphia 29 -587.5815 852.7916 
Richmond 40 1205.625 1549.427 
Nashville 25 -775.1291 1364.843 
Cincinnati 10 -1180.692 1205.492 

Total 104 0  
 

Table 5.2: Comparison of results for NumBldgs_SqMi model by city. 
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5.2.2. Case #2: Average Building Footprint Area 
 
 The second Y considered by this study was average building footprint area, or 
AvFootArea. AvFootArea was divided by BlockArea to yield AvFootArea_SqMi. In 
determining the variable’s transformation status, the Log10 model appeared more 
desirable according to most criteria. The logged model showed a moderate improvement 
in R2 over the non-log, and Press R2 was more than doubled. Predictive capacity for the 
Log10 model was significantly higher. The Log10 model showed improvements over the 
non-log model for all four of the most important assumptions. Non-significant Xi’s and 
residual non-normality can both be found in the non-log model, but neither is present in 
the Log10 model. After de-logging, the Log10 model fared better than its competitor on the 
Sum of Absolute Residuals, but worse on the Sum of Squared Residuals. On the basis of 
such considerations, the Log10 model was selected. 
 The top five Log10 models were calculated; their results can be seen in Table 5.3. 
There exists a good degree of variation in values for R2, Press R2, and Predictive 
Capacity. Serial correlation appears to be a slight problem for models #1 and #2, but 
multicollinearity is not present in any of the models. Relatively small differences can be 
seen among the models for the scatter plot measures. All models exhibit residual 
normality except #4, which shows a problem with kurtosis. Looking at number of 
outliers, the models cover a moderate range of values.   

  
Serial Correlation Multicollinearity 

Model and 
Code # R2 Press 

R2 
Predictive 
Capacity 

Root 
MSE Significant 

Correlation? 

Significant 
Durbin-
Watson? 

Highest 
VIF 

M.C. according 
to Condition # 

#1-2,14,19 .2701 .2236 .82784 0.397056 Lag 19 No <5 Not Problem 
#2-2,7,14 .2564 .2080 .81123 0.400771 Lag 19  No <5 Not Problem 
#3-2,7,12 .2206 .1534 .69538 0.410301 No No <5 Not Problem 
#4-5,7,12 .2129 .1405 .65993 0.412315 No No <5 Not Problem 
#5-1,2,14 .2044 .1499 .73337 0.414544 No No <5 Not Problem 

 
Scatter Plot Measures # Outliers Residual 

Normality 
Model 

Non-
Linearity 

Non-
Constant 
Variance 

Zero 
Mean 

Composite 
Scatter Plot 

Score 
Residual X Both Total ? 

# Points 
Outside 
Bounds 

#1 0 6 3 9 3 19 0 22 Yes - 
#2 .53 6 3 9.53 3 17 0 20 Yes - 
#3 .53 5 3 8.53 4 16 1 21 Yes - 
#4 .53 6 3 9.53 2 20 1 23 * ~7 
#5 .53 6 3 9.53 2 15 0 17 Yes - 

Each model, as well as all its constituent Xi’s, passed significance tests. 
* Skewness and Omnibus accepted, but not Kurtosis. 
# Points Outside Bounds was not evaluated for models showing residual normality.  

 
Of these five models for dependent variable Log10 (AvFootArea_SqMi), #1 was 

selected. This model contains the independent variables with codes #2, #14, and #19. 

Table 5.3: The results for each of the five candidate models for Log10 (AvFootArea SqMi). 
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Model #1 boasted the highest value for R2, Press R2, and Predictive Capacity. Its 
Composite Scatter Plot Score was the second lowest. Compared to the other models, #1’s 
primary liabilities were its large number of outliers and a significant serial correlation at 
Lag 19.  
 Overall, the selected model for Log10 (AvFootArea_SqMi) does not appear too 
impressive. In its favor, residual normality was accepted, and the model and its Xi’s 
passed significance tests. Furthermore, some assumptions are satisfied and predictive 
capacity looks fairly good. However, R2 is not very high. Additionally, since the Log10 
transformation was used, R2 was computed for the logged values. This means that the 
model might not even be worthy of the R2 value it possesses. Moreover, a large number 
of outliers can be seen in the model. More in-depth statistical results for this model (#1) 
are located in Appendix 3-B. 
  
5.2.2.1. Average Building Footprint Area—Results by City 
 

Since Log10 (AvFootArea_SqMi) underwent a Log10 transformation, values by 
city for ResMean and AbsResMean were initially in logged units (Log10 
(AvFootArea_SqMi)). Due to the Log10 scale, the relationships between values for 
different cities are not the same as they are when the residuals for the model are 
computed from the de-logged predicted values. Tables 5.4a and 5.4b illustrate this quite 
clearly. According to the original Log10 values in Table 5.4a, ResMean shows that 
Richmond is the most underpredicted of the cities. The de-logged values in Table 5.4b, 
however, indicate otherwise; Cincinnati’s ResMean value is highest. 

Even though the model was computed using a logged Y, examination of residuals 
in the Log10 units proved less intuitive, so the study restricted its focus to the de-logged 
values in Table 5.4b. Cincinnati exhibits the worst results for AbsResMean and the most 
skewed results for ResMean. Philadelphia and Nashville’s ResMean values are the most 
“prototypical,” being the closest to 0. From AbsResMean, we can tell that Philadelphia is 
predicted far better than the other cities. The variability in AbsResMean definitely 
detracts from the model’s utility. 

 
City # Observations Mean of Residuals 

(ResMean) 
Mean of Absolute 

Residuals (AbsResMean) 
Philadelphia 29 -0.3173899 0.3776258 
Richmond 40 0.2419896 0.2797598 
Nashville 25 -0.0343667 0.3006906 
Cincinnati 10 .03838912 0.3172675 

Total 104 0  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5.4a: Comparison of results for Log10 (AvFootArea_SqMi) model by city using original Log10 values. 
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City # Observations Mean of Residuals 

(ResMean) 
Mean of Absolute 

Residuals (AbsResMean) 
Philadelphia 29 -28323.55 31535.68 
Richmond 40 75458.93 82338.04 
Nashville 25 22932.7 81754.63 
Cincinnati 10 107695.9 144214.3 

Total 104 0  
 
5.2.3. Case #3: Average Building Height 
 
 The final dependent variable considered by this study is AvBldgHeight, or average 
building height. As building height data were not collected for Philadelphia, this model 
was computed from a sample of only 75 observations. AvBldgHeight was already a 
derived variable; therefore, there was no need to compute it per square mile. As before, 
Multivariate Variable Selection identified a model for both non-log and Log10 instances 
of the variable. Both of the models identified, though, showed considerable weaknesses. 
Three of the four Xi’s in the non-log model proved insignificant, while the Log10 model 
counted one insignificant variable and exhibited difficulties with autocorrelation.32  

In an attempt to circumvent the problems with the identified models, 
modifications to the methods used to determine transformation status were undertaken. 
Since the four variable models were so unsatisfactory, the study sought the best three and 
two variable models for both Log10 and non-log instances. Reducing the number of 
variables in the model also reduced the number of insignificant variables for both 
instances, but the same problem with autocorrelation remained for the Log10 model. 
Ultimately, the two variable non-log model was chosen. While one of its two Xi’s was 
insignificant and it did not estimate Y as well as the Log10, it displayed an absence of the 
autocorrelation that dogged all of the Log10 models examined.  
 

 
 

Serial Correlation Multicollinearity 
Model and 

Code # R2 Press 
R2 

Predictive 
Capacity 

Root 
MSE Significant 

Correlation? 

Significant 
Durbin-
Watson? 

Highest 
VIF 

M.C. according 
to Condition # 

#1-10,15 .1666 .1082 .64946 5.406226 No No <5 Not problem 
#2-7,10 .1665 .1130 .67868 5.406784 No No <5 Not problem 
#3-3,10 .1648 .1072 .65049 5.412156 No No <5 Not problem 

#4-10,19 .1605 .1036 .64548 5.42614 No No <5 Not problem 
#5-3,13 .1591 .1030 .64739 5.430714 No No <5 Not problem 

 
 

                                                 
32 The Log10 model failed to either accept or reject the Null Hypothesis of no first-order autocorrelation. 

Table 5.4b: Comparison of results for Log10 (AvFootArea_SqMi) model by city using de-logged values. 

Table 5.5: The results for each of the five candidate models for AvBldgHeight. 
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Scatter Plot Measures # Outliers Residual 
Normality 

Model 
Non-

Linearity 

Non-
Constant 
Variance 

Zero 
Mean 

Composite 
Scatter Plot 

Score 
Residual X Both Total ? 

# Points 
Outside 
Bounds 

#1 .9 6 3 9.9 1 10 0 11 No 10 
#2 1.5 6 2 9.5 1 8 0 9 No 10 
#3 1.5 6 3 10.5 1 9 0 10 No 10 
#4 1.2 6 3 10.2 1 8 0 9 No 11 
#5 1.5 6 3 10.5 1 13 0 14 No 7 

Each model passed significance tests. Additionally, 1 of the 2 Xi’s were significant for each model. 
 
 The top five models for AvBldgHeight are evaluated in Table 5.5. The universally 
low values for both R2 and Press R2 are almost immediately apparent. Values for 
predictive capacity are lower than desirable, and there is little significant variation among 
them. All models show nearly identical values for both multicollinearity and serial 
correlation. While there is more variation among Composite Scatter Plot Scores, one of 
its constituent criteria, non-constant variance, exhibits the same value for all models. The 
variation present in number of outliers is due solely to outliers “in the X-Space.”  All 
models demonstrate a considerable degree of residual non-normality, even though minor 
differences can be seen among models.  
 Since the models showed little or no variation for multicollinearity and serial 
correlation, and only moderate differences for Composite Scatter Plot Scores, a larger 
portion of the model selection process was based on the other factors. The chosen model 
for AvBldgHeight, #2, includes the predictor variables with codes #7 and #10. Its R2 
value is only infinitesimally smaller than #1’s. Furthermore, #2 claims the highest values 
for Press R2 and predictive capacity. It is tied with #4 for fewest overall outliers and 
possesses an average level of non-normality. Even though #2 ties #3 and #5 for highest 
non-linearity, it boasts the lowest Composite Scatter Plot Score.  
 The model for AvBldgHeight is not incredibly promising. R2 and Press R2 are both 
quite low. The predictive capacity value may indicate a substantial amount of data 
dependency. Heteroscedasticity is, as usual, a considerable problem. While the model’s 
overall significance is accepted, one of the two Xi’s is not significant. Appendix 3-C 
provides detailed results for this model (#2). 
  
5.2.3.1. Average Building Height—Results by City 
 

Since AvBldgHeight is not a derived variable, the statistics employed here use 
units that make immediate sense. Richmond is definitely the city best represented by the 
model (Table 5.6). According to ResMean, Richmond’s Blocks are extremely “typical” 
for the overall sample. The value for Nashville is a bit higher, but Cincinnati’s Blocks 
were underpredicted to a large degree. From AbsResMean, we learn that the average 
height of the “average” Cincinnati Block is mispredicted by over 7 meters. Relationships 
between the Xi’s and Y may have been very different for Cincinnati than for other cities in 
the model. In fact, the average Y value in Cincinnati is much higher than in the other two 
cities. Had Cincinnati’s sub-sample contained a greater percentage of the overall sample, 
the city would have quite possibly exerted more influence in the model; consequently, 
differences in residual statistics between it and the other cities might not have been as 
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great. At any rate, the extreme variation in AbsResMean does not reflect well on the 
model. 
 

City # Observations Mean of Residuals 
(ResMean) 

Mean of Absolute 
Residuals 

(AbsResMean) 
Richmond 40 -0.5332444 1.497019 
Nashville 25 -1.213915 3.711734 
Cincinnati 10 5.167765 7.062892 

Total 75 0  
 
 
5.3. Conclusions 
 
5.3.1. Value of Final Models 
 
 This study finds that the NumBldgs_SqMi model has succeeded to a large degree 
in predicting number of buildings for the areas represented in the sample. The model’s 
results for the individual cities, while not perfect, seem at least tolerable. The model does 
demonstrate significant drawbacks, especially regarding certain regression assumptions, 
but it can still be recommended for use in the sampled cities. The model’s results for 
cities outside the sample may not be as good, but are likely not worthless. Additional 
research in improving or fine-tuning regression models to predict number of buildings 
looks quite promising.   
 The regression model chosen for Log10 (AvFootArea_SqMi) leaves much to be 
desired. Major criticism of the model may be based on unspectacular R2 and Press R2 
values. Even these low values may already be exaggerated, due to the effects of the Log10 
transformation. The model also loses points on the basis of problems with non-constant 
variance, non-zero mean of residuals, and outliers. On a city-by-city basis, the model 
shows a sizable degree of variation in prediction error; Cincinnati’s AbsResMean value is 
over four times that of Philadelphia. Despite these substantial criticisms, though, the 
model holds a bit of worth. Further work with models attempting to predict average 
building footprint area may prove interesting. 
 The model for AvBldgHeight proved to be of only minor utility. The primary fault 
of this model centers on its disappointingly low R2, Press R2, and predictive capacity 
values. Individual cities’ results are similarly bad as those for AvFootArea_SqMi. 
Cincinnati again stands out as the worst represented city in the sample, although its 
Blocks are a bit more significant in the model as a whole, given the exclusion of the 
Philadelphia observations. Again like AvFootArea_SqMi, this model should not be 
condemned outright; it hopefully points the way for future research. 

 
5.3.2. Validity of the Sample and the Single Model 

 
While this study set out to predict building attributes for all U.S. cities, the nature 

of the sample may warn against the use of the model for cities very different from those 

Table 5.6: Comparison of results for AvBldgHeight model by city. 
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in the sample. Considering each model’s results per city, we are forced to examine the 
validity of combining observations from these four cities in a single sample. Could 
differences in the results for the cities in the sample be due, in some part, to factors other 
than the “natural” variation in the built environment between the cities? The sampling 
methods employed by this study, in both their subjectivity, and their dissimilarities 
between cities, may be responsible for a measure of the variability in cities’ results. 
Additionally, none of the cities’ sub-samples were particularly large, or of equal size. 
However, it is unlikely that the data collection methodology bears the entire 
responsibility for undesirable or extreme results. Whether or not the employment of a 
consistent sampling methodology could reduce the variation in the cities’ results to a 
more acceptable level remains unknown. 

Given the results obtained with this sample, we are left to consider the efficacy of 
a “single model” approach for predicting building attributes for the entire U.S. While the 
results for the cities in the sample varied substantially, the cities themselves are all 
relatively close to each another geographically, and they claim certain traits in common. 
If a sample drawn from this small set of relatively similar cities produces models with 
geographically “inconstant” results, it is possible that a model built from a wider variety 
of American cities may exhibit even worse results by city. However, the models 
produced by this study may lead to slightly bleaker conclusions than are warranted, 
considering imperfections in data collection and the fact that the cities in the model were 
selected based primarily on their availability. A better, intentional combination of cities 
might yield superior models. While this study foresees potentially considerable problems 
with catchall models for the U.S., further research must be undertaken to draw more 
definite conclusions. At any rate, a worthwhile alternative to the single model may be the 
use of more specific models, either geographically or otherwise. Such models could focus 
on only a certain region, or perhaps cities of specific ages, sizes or density. 
 
5.4. Recommendations for Further Study 
 
5.4.1. Possible Extensions of This Study 
 

An additional step not employed by this inquiry may prove useful for assessing, in 
a general way, how well regression models predict for Blocks in which the actual values 
of the Y’s are not known. Zoning ordinances can be examined for the city containing the 
Blocks to determine if the predicted values of the Y’s are acceptable, according to the 
ordinance. While certain older buildings, present before the current zoning regulations 
came into effect, may be exempted from the ordinance’s height or size restrictions, we 
assume that most buildings conform to the text of the ordinance. Therefore, if the zoning 
ordinance mandates that buildings can be no taller than 30 feet in a given area (or Block), 
and the regression model produces an average building height of 45 feet, we may 
conjecture that the model is at least 15 feet incorrect. Use of the zoning ordinance does 
not provide us with specific values, so the estimate of error leaves a bit to be desired. 
This exercise may still prove worthwhile, though, given the absence of actual building 
data for comparison. 

Another logical extension of this study’s work would involve the actual 
construction, in the GIS, of artificial buildings from the predicted values of Y. This was a 
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goal of the GETWEBS project, as stated in Chapter 1, but it was not accomplished as part 
of this study. Propagation models constructed with the synthetic buildings (false-building 
models) could be compared with models built both without buildings (no-building 
models) and with actual buildings (true-building models). Therefore, the degree of 
difference between the false-building models and the true-building models could be 
assessed. Furthermore, one could determine whether false-building models were, on the 
whole, more accurate than no-building models.  

 
5.4.2. Additional Recommendations 

 
Perhaps the most important recommendation to the future researcher is to develop 

and implement a consistent methodology for data collection. This involves several steps. 
For the area in which building attributes are to be predicted, a consistent, formal sampling 
method should ideally be used to represent the variability present in the population. The 
researcher should be able to carry out the data collection and aggregation process 
reasonably quickly, with few steps and little tedium. If the data permit, a large number of 
observations (Census Blocks or other units) should be gathered. The procedures 
employed by this study required too much time for too few Blocks, but the increasing 
availability of building data in digital form bodes well for future research initiatives.  

A major item left unexplored by this study is the model for predicting non-
residential building attributes. While Census data are not available for purely non-
residential Blocks, other data sources may be of use, such as address data or business 
patterns data. This study was unable to examine either of these in depth. Curiously, some 
of the digital building data are easier to acquire for non-residential areas, as high-rise and 
downtown areas are often of greater interest to the customers of data producers.  

Hopefully this study will prove helpful to future researchers wishing to model 
building number and dimensions. Potentially fruitful courses of action left unexplored by 
this study may help to unearth new insights and improve upon the models developed 
here. Moreover, description of the difficulties encountered herein may help the future 
researcher to make best use of research time. 
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Appendix 1:  Building Structure (Model Building) Types 
Source: FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:3 

 
   Height 

No. Label Description Range Typical 
   Name Stories Stories Feet 

1 
2 

W1 
W2 

Wood, Light Frame (≤≤≤≤ 5,000 sq. ft.) 
Wood, Commercial and Industrial 

(> 5,000 sq. ft.) 

 1 - 2 
All 

1 
2 

14 
24 

3 
4 
5 

S1L 
S1M 
S1H 

Steel Moment Frame 
Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

13 

24 
60 

156 
6 
7 
8 

S2L 
S2M 
S2H 

Steel Braced Frame 
Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

13 

24 
60 

156 
9 S3 Steel Light Frame  All 1 15 

10 
11 
12 

S4L 
S4M 
S4H 

Steel Frame with Cast-in-Place 
Concrete Shear Walls 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

13 

24 
60 

156 
13 
14 
15 

S5L 
S5M 
S5H 

Steel Frame with Unreinforced 
Masonry Infill Walls 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

13 

24 
60 

156 
16 
17 
18 

C1L 
C1M 
C1H 

Concrete Moment Frame 
Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

12 

20 
50 

120 
19 
20 
21 

C2L 
C2M 
C2H 

Concrete Shear Walls 
Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

12 

20 
50 

120 
22 
23 
24 

C3L 
C3M 
C3H 

Concrete Frame with Unreinforced 
Masonry Infill Walls 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3  
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

12 

20 
50 

120 
25 PC1 Precast Concrete Tilt-Up Walls  All 1 15 
26 
27 
28 

PC2L 
PC2M 
PC2H 

Precast Concrete Frames with 
Concrete Shear Walls 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

12 

20 
50 

120 
29 
30 

RM1L 
RM2M 

Reinforced Masonry Bearing Walls 
with Wood or Metal Deck 

Diaphragms 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 

1-3 
4+ 

2 
5 

20 
50 

31 
32 
33 

RM2L 
RM2M 
RM2H 

Reinforced Masonry Bearing Walls 
with Precast Concrete Diaphragms 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 
High-Rise 

1 - 3 
4 - 7 
8+ 

2 
5 

12 

20 
50 

120 
34 
35 

URML 
URM

M 

Unreinforced Masonry Bearing 
Walls 

Low-Rise 
Mid-Rise 

1 - 2 
3+ 

1 
3 

15 
35 

36 MH Mobile Homes  All 1 10 
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Appendix 2:  Building Occupancy Classes 
Source: FEMA, Technical Manual, 1999, 3:4 

 
Label Occupancy Class Example Descriptions 
 Residential  
RES1 Single Family Dwelling House 
RES2 Mobile Home Mobile Home 
RES3 Multi Family Dwelling Apartment/Condominium 
RES4 Temporary Lodging Hotel/Motel 
RES5 Institutional Dormitory Group Housing (military, college), Jails 
RES6 Nursing Home  
 Commercial  
COM1 Retail Trade Store 
COM2 Wholesale Trade Warehouse 
COM3 Personal and Repair Services Service Station/Shop 
COM4 Professional/Technical Services Offices 
COM5 Banks  
COM6 Hospital  
COM7 Medical Office/Clinic  
COM8 Entertainment & Recreation  Restaurants/Bars 
COM9 Theaters Theaters 
COM10 Parking Garages 
 Industrial  
IND1 Heavy Factory 
IND2 Light Factory 
IND3 Food/Drugs/Chemicals Factory 
IND4 Metals/Minerals Processing Factory 
IND5 High Technology Factory 
IND6 Construction Office 
 Agriculture  
AGR1 Agriculture  
 Religion/Non/Profit  
REL1 Church/Non-Profit  
 Government  
GOV1 General Services Office 
GOV2 Emergency Response Police/Fire Station/EOC 
 Education  
EDU1 Grade Schools  
EDU2 Colleges/Universities Does not include group housing 
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Appendix 3-A: Selected Statistical Output for Chosen Regression Model:  
Y-Number of Buildings (NumBldgs_SqMi) 

 
Multiple Regression Report 

 
             Database C:\JDGetwebsA\GETWEBSNCSSTri ... andardizedDatabase104Rows.S0 

Dependent NUMBLDGS_SqMi 
 
Regression Model 
 2224.039-.36551*P4_2SqMi+ .4791019*H1_2SqMi-.5224494*H1_3SqMi+ .6752176*H8_1SqMi 
 
(Note: Where “_” is present in variable names, this is merely an abbreviation for “BX000”, so variable  
P4_2SqMi is actually P4BX0002 per Square Mile.) 
 
Descriptive Statistics Section 
   Standard 
Variable Count Mean Deviation Mini 
mum Maximum 
P4_2SqMi 104 1902.534 2693.203 0 16262.23 
H1_2SqMi 104 3088.473 4795.461 0 23874.34 
H1_3SqMi 104 1065.844 2805.859 0 13687.45 
H8_1SqMi 104 1730.82 2292.736 0 14933.71 
NUMBLDGS_SqMi 104 3620.167 3049.974 252.5687 13089.88 
 
 
Correlation Matrix Section 
 
 P4_2SqMi H1_2SqMi H1_3SqMi H8_1SqMi NUMBLDGS_SqMi 
P4_2SqMi 1.000000 0.825194 -0.106589 0.480176 0.593812 
H1_2SqMi 0.825194 1.000000 -0.233797 0.347805 0.775863 
H1_3SqMi -0.106589 -0.233797 1.000000 0.649142 -0.292859 
H8_1SqMi 0.480176 0.347805 0.649142 1.000000 0.302596 
NUMBLDGS_SqMi0.593812 0.775863 -0.292859 0.302596 1.000000 
 
Regression Equation Section 
Independent Regression Standard T-Value Prob Decision Power 
Variable Coefficient Error (Ho: B=0) Level (5%) (5%) 
Intercept 2224.039 228.2784 9.7427 0.000000 Reject Ho 1.000000 
P4_2SqMi -0.36551 0.1247701 -2.9295 0.004215 Reject Ho 0.826642 
H1_2SqMi 0.4791019 6.679442E-02 7.1728 0.000000 Reject Ho 1.000000 
H1_3SqMi -0.5224494 0.1082844 -4.8248 0.000005 Reject Ho 0.997580 
H8_1SqMi 0.6752176 0.1457597 4.6324 0.000011 Reject Ho 0.995694 
R-Squared 0.687143 
 
Analysis of Variance Section 
  Sum of Mean  Prob Power 
Source DF Squares Square F-Ratio Level (5%) 
Intercept 1 1.362983E+09 1.362983E+09 
Model 4 6.583802E+08 1.645951E+08 54.3597 0.000000 1.000000 
Error 99 2.997609E+08 3027888 
Total(Adjusted) 103 9.581411E+08 9302341 
 
Root Mean Square Error 1740.083 R-Squared 0.6871 
Mean of Dependent 3620.167 Adj R-Squared 0.6745 
Coefficient of Variation 0.4806636 Press Value 3.283223E+08 
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Sum |Press Residuals| 139783.8 Press R-Squared 0.6573 
 
 
 
Normality Tests Section 
Assumption Value Probability Decision(5%) 
Skewness 4.6443 0.000003 Rejected 
Kurtosis 2.7878 0.005307 Rejected 
Omnibus 29.3416 0.000000 Rejected 
 
Serial-Correlation Section 
Lag Correlation Lag Correlation Lag Correlation 
1 -0.019287 9 -0.029521 17 -0.062921 
2 0.140368 10 -0.056143 18 -0.005533 
3 0.117822 11 -0.046404 19 -0.004979 
4 -0.054674 12 -0.034624 20 -0.127910 
5 0.030092 13 -0.117923 21 -0.027220 
6 0.117670 14 0.093231 22 -0.007571 
7 -0.026442 15 -0.101683 23 -0.090387 
8 -0.010463 16 0.129984 24 0.292444 
Above serial correlations significant if their absolute values are greater than 0.196116 
Durbin-Watson Value  2.0347 
 

             Multicollinearity Section 
Independent Variance R-Squared  Diagonal of 
Variable Inflation Vs Other X's Tolerance X'X Inverse 
P4_2SqMi 3.841108 0.739658 0.260342 5.141397E-09 
H1_2SqMi 3.490106 0.713476 0.286524 1.473468E-09 
H1_3SqMi 3.140226 0.681552 0.318448 3.872505E-09 
H8_1SqMi 3.799096 0.736779 0.263221 7.016735E-09 
 
 
Eigenvalues of Centered Correlations 
 
  Incremental Cumulative Condition 
No. Eigenvalue Percent Percent Number 
1 2.139440 53.49 53.49 1.00 
2 1.554103 38.85 92.34 1.38 
3 0.167062 4.18 96.52 12.81 
4 0.139395 3.48 100.00 15.35 
All Condition Numbers less than 100. Multicollinearity is NOT a problem. 

 
 
Eigenvalues of Uncentered Correlations 
 
  Incremental Cumulative Condition 
No. Eigenvalue Percent Percent Number 
1 3.089896 61.80 61.80 1.00 
2 1.233282 24.67 86.46 2.51 
3 0.462185 9.24 95.71 6.69 
4 0.117432 2.35 98.06 26.31 
5 0.097205 1.94 100.00 31.79 
All Condition Numbers less than 100. Multicollinearity is NOT a problem. 
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Appendix 3-B: Selected Statistical Output for Chosen Regression Model:  
Y-Average Building Footprint Area (Log  10 (AvFootArea_SqMi)) 

 
Multiple Regression Report 

  
 

             Database C:\JDGetwebsA\GETWEBSNCSSTri ... andardizedDatabase104Rows.S0 
Dependent LOGofAVFOOTAREA_SqMi 

 
Regression Model 
 5.035978-3.986866E-05*P2_1SqMi+ 7.610706E-05*H3_2SqMi-1.838709E-04*H8_2SqMi 
 
(Note: Where “_” is present in variable names, this is merely an abbreviation for “BX000”, so variable  
P2_1SqMi is actually P2BX0001 per Square Mile.) 
 
Descriptive Statistics Section 
   Standard 
Variable Count Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum 
P2_1SqMi 104 4782.458 6236.497 0 33037.02 
H3_2SqMi 104 2842.452 3796.906 0 24889.52 
H8_2SqMi 104 972.8513 1775.582 0 7946.662 
LOGofAVFOOTAREA_SqMi 104 4.88276 0.4579319 3.718621 5.863039 
 
 
Correlation Matrix Section 
 
 P2_1SqMi H3_2SqMi H8_2SqMi LOGofAVFOOTAREA_SqMi 
P2_1SqMi 1.000000 0.412427 -0.197904 -0.141615 
H3_2SqMi 0.412427 1.000000 0.550540 0.014601 
H8_2SqMi -0.197904 0.550540 1.000000 -0.258075 
LOGofAVFOOTAREA_SqMi -0.141615 0.014601 -0.258075 1.000000 
 
Regression Equation Section 
Independent Regression Standard T-Value Prob Decision Power 
Variable Coefficient Error (Ho: B=0) Level (5%) (5%) 
Intercept 5.035978 5.655725E-02 89.0421 0.000000 Reject Ho 1.000000 
P2_1SqMi -3.986866E-05 8.303513E-06 -4.8014 0.000006 Reject Ho 0.997404 
H3_2SqMi 7.610706E-05 1.601437E-05 4.7524 0.000007 Reject Ho 0.996987 
H8_2SqMi -1.838709E-04 3.182649E-05 -5.7773 0.000000 Reject Ho 0.999915 
R-Squared 0.270097 
 

 
             Analysis of Variance Section 

  Sum of Mean  Prob Power 
Source DF Squares Square F-Ratio Level (5%) 
Intercept 1 2479.499 2479.499 
Model 3 5.833907 1.944636 12.3349 0.000001 0.999676 
Error 100 15.76536 0.1576536 
Total(Adjusted) 103 21.59927 0.2097016 
 
Root Mean Square Error 0.3970562 R-Squared 0.2701 
Mean of Dependent 4.88276 Adj R-Squared 0.2482 
Coefficient of Variation 8.131799E-02 Press Value 16.76896 
Sum |Press Residuals| 33.98964 Press R-Squared 0.2236 
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Normality Tests Section 
Assumption Value Probability Decision(5%) 
Skewness -1.6300 0.103096 Accepted 
Kurtosis 0.0583 0.953544 Accepted 
Omnibus 2.6604 0.264428 Accepted 
 
Serial-Correlation Section 
Lag Correlation Lag Correlation Lag Correlation 
1 -0.027386 9 0.022050 17 0.042273 
2 -0.110474 10 -0.073784 18 0.140813 
3 0.016660 11 -0.049740 19 -0.197734 
4 0.071085 12 -0.032726 20 -0.108081 
5 -0.101306 13 0.053903 21 0.041934 
6 0.067978 14 -0.058850 22 0.033552 
7 0.033286 15 0.107711 23 -0.076812 
8 0.013873 16 -0.092781 24 0.054970 
Above serial correlations significant if their absolute values are greater than 0.196116 
Durbin-Watson Value  2.0540 

 
 

Multicollinearity Section 
Independent Variance R-Squared  Diagonal of 
Variable Inflation Vs Other X's Tolerance X'X Inverse 
P2_1SqMi 1.752018 0.429230 0.570770 4.373406E-10 
H3_2SqMi 2.415532 0.586013 0.413987 1.626732E-09 
H8_2SqMi 2.086375 0.520700 0.479300 6.425006E-09 
 
 
Eigenvalues of Centered Correlations 
 
  Incremental Cumulative Condition 
No. Eigenvalue Percent Percent Number 
1 1.602694 53.42 53.42 1.00 
2 1.188475 39.62 93.04 1.35 
3 0.208831 6.96 100.00 7.67 
All Condition Numbers less than 100. Multicollinearity is NOT a problem. 
 

 
Eigenvalues of Uncentered Correlations 
 
  Incremental Cumulative Condition 
No. Eigenvalue Percent Percent Number 
1 2.600028 65.00 65.00 1.00 
2 0.861850 21.55 86.55 3.02 
3 0.402518 10.06 96.61 6.46 
4 0.135605 3.39 100.00 19.17 
All Condition Numbers less than 100. Multicollinearity is NOT a problem. 
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Plots Section 
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Appendix 3-C: Selected Statistical Output for Chosen Regression Model:  
Y-Average Building Height (AvBldgHeight) 

 
Multiple Regression Report 

 
 
Database C:\JDGetwebsA\GETWEBSNCSSTri ... andardizedDatabase104Rows.S0 
Filter STUSAB<>"NJ"; STUSAB<>"PA" 
Dependent AVBLDGHEIGHT_Total_ 
 
Regression Model 
12.34769-2.765638E-04*P4_1SqMi-1.564478E-03*H1_2SqMi 
 
(Note: Where “_” is present in variable names, this is merely an abbreviation for “BX000”, so variable  
P4_1SqMi is actually P4BX0001 per Square Mile.) 
 
Descriptive Statistics Section 
   Standard 
Variable Count Mean Deviation Minimum Maximum 
P4_1SqMi 75 2250.59 3847.844 0 17417.34 
H1_2SqMi 75 1619.304 1439.715 0 5656.067 
AVBLDGHEIGHT_Total_ 75 9.191895 5.841524 4.191 46.4124 
 
 
Correlation Matrix Section 
 
 P4_1SqMi H1_2SqMi AVBLDGHEIGHT_Total_ 
P4_1SqMi 1.000000 -0.109641 -0.139898 
H1_2SqMi -0.109641 1.000000 -0.365611 
AVBLDGHEIGHT_Total_ -0.139898 -0.365611 1.000000 
 
Regression Equation Section 
Independent Regression Standard T-Value Prob Decision Power 
Variable Coefficient Error (Ho: B=0) Level (5%) (5%) 
Intercept 12.34769 1.044067 11.8265 0.000000 Reject Ho 1.000000 
P4_1SqMi -2.765638E-04 1.643357E-04 -1.6829 0.096723 Accept Ho 0.382431 
H1_2SqMi -1.564478E-03 4.392107E-04 -3.5620 0.000657 Reject Ho 0.939926 
R-Squared 0.166460 

 
 
Analysis of Variance Section 
  Sum of Mean  Prob Power 
Source DF Squares Square F-Ratio Level (5%) 
Intercept 1 6336.819 6336.819 
Model 2 420.3329 210.1664 7.1893 0.001423 0.924113 
Error 72 2104.799 29.23331 
Total(Adjusted) 74 2525.132 34.1234 
 
Root Mean Square Error 5.406784 R-Squared 0.1665 
Mean of Dependent 9.191895 Adj R-Squared 0.1433 
Coefficient of Variation 0.5882122 Press Value 2239.825 
Sum |Press Residuals| 231.849 Press R-Squared 0.1130 
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Normality Tests Section 
Assumption Value Probability Decision(5%) 
Skewness 7.7712 0.000000 Rejected 
Kurtosis 6.2233 0.000000 Rejected 
Omnibus 99.1203 0.000000 Rejected 
 
Serial-Correlation Section 
Lag Correlation Lag Correlation Lag Correlation 
1 -0.116719 9 -0.104581 17 -0.030559 
2 -0.080591 10 0.029111 18 -0.082097 
3 -0.006559 11 0.058740 19 0.038984 
4 -0.074798 12 -0.084495 20 -0.009981 
5 -0.054586 13 0.007087 21 -0.083722 
6 0.148867 14 0.016957 22 -0.010297 
7 -0.051608 15 -0.140131 23 0.029328 
8 0.152123 16 0.058322 24 -0.054170 
Above serial correlations significant if their absolute values are greater than 0.230940 
Durbin-Watson Value  2.2287 
 
 

             Multicollinearity Section 
Independent Variance R-Squared  Diagonal of 
Variable Inflation Vs Other X's Tolerance X'X Inverse 
P4_1SqMi 1.012167 0.012021 0.987979 9.238167E-10 
H1_2SqMi 1.012167 0.012021 0.987979 6.598842E-09 
 
 
Eigenvalues of Centered Correlations 
 
  Incremental Cumulative Condition 
No. Eigenvalue Percent Percent Number 
1 1.109641 55.48 55.48 1.00 
2 0.890359 44.52 100.00 1.25 
All Condition Numbers less than 100. Multicollinearity is NOT a problem. 
 
 

             Eigenvalues of Uncentered Correlations 
 
  Incremental Cumulative Condition 
No. Eigenvalue Percent Percent Number 
1 2.070536 69.02 69.02 1.00 
2 0.711149 23.70 92.72 2.91 
3 0.218315 7.28 100.00 9.48 
All Condition Numbers less than 100. Multicollinearity is NOT a problem. 
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Plots Section 
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